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Midcomp has announced the launch of three new HP PageWide XL Pro models, including the HP PageWide XL Pro 10000, 101.6cm printer, as well 
as the 5200 and 8200 models. HP is also celebrating 30 years of HP DesignJet innovation. The new HP DesignJet Z6 Pro and Z9+ Pro deliver best-ever 
professional photo quality for all photographic, fine art and map printing requirements.
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HP LATEX 700W & 800W
with white ink • cutter optional

All prices are excl. VAT • While stocks last • Ts & Cs apply

HP LATEX 335
Print & Cut

HP STITCH S500
Dye-Sub Printer

Book an online or on-site demo!

Book an online or on-site demo!

Place an order now!

1370mm x 50

R485 R970

R586 R1172

R743 R1486

1370mm x 100

1370mm x 50 1370mm x 100

1370mm x 50 1370mm x 100

170g

200g

250g

VISIT OUR STAND REGISTER NOW

8-11 March 2022 • Expo Centre Nasrec • 9am to 5pm daily

HALL 6
STAND E7

T: 011 444 0404 | E: inta@intamarket.co.za
intamarket-graphics.co.za

Introducing the Award-Winning

Grand Format UV Roll-Feed Printer

MOST AWARDED TECHNOLOGY
OF THE YEAR

• Max versatility.
• Increased quality and 
   productivity.
• Robust design.
• Best in Class Total Cost 
   of Ownership.

Falcon XL 3300 (3.3m)

MIDCOMP ANNOUNCES
HP PAGEWIDE XL PRO SERIES AND 

HP DESIGNJET Z PRO SERIES

DURBAN

DURBAN

http://www.intamarket-graphics.co.za
http://www.intamarket-graphics.co.za
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Midcomp has announced the launch of three new HP PageWide XL Pro models, including the 
HP PageWide XL Pro 10000, 101.6cm printer, as well as the 5200 and 8200 models. HP is also 
celebrating 30 years of HP DesignJet innovation. The new HP DesignJet Z6 Pro and Z9+ Pro deliver 
best-ever professional photo quality for all photographic, fine art and map printing requirements. 
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KEY ASPECTS TO LARGE FORMAT SUSTAINABLE PRINTING 
BY SWISSQPRINT 
Purchasers of large format printer systems focus mainly on aspects such as productivity, possible 
applications or investment and profitability levels. 

30

HOW MOUNTING ADHESIVES ADD VALUE TO PRINT BUSINESSES
BY JERRY HILL, DRYTAC
The construction of a mounting adhesive consists of two layers of adhesive separated by a carrier film and 
protected by a release liner. Most mounting films used in digital imaging use pressure-sensitive adhesive, but 
there are also some heat-activated versions available to the market.   

32
THREE KEY TRENDS IN UV LED PRINTING TECHNOLOGY
BY MARK SOLLMAN, MIMAKI EUROPE
There is a world of opportunities with UV LED that not only help print businesses to remain competitive and 
explore new revenue streams, but also to keep in step with the driving forces in the UV market.
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IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES REINFORCE BRAND VISIBILITY IN RETAIL
BY MOVINGTACTICS
Technologies such as touchscreen kiosks, promotional screens, gondola ends, department-specific screened 
content, non-touch tech, heat mapping via CCTV (digital), and shelf-edge labelling all integrate to track 
the movement of people in-store, relay data on stock availability and engage with customers about price 
promotions, product information and time-specific information.
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SIGN AFRICA BLOEMFONTEIN EXPO HAILED A SUCCESS
BY MATTHEW WOOD, SIGN AFRICA
The successful Sign Africa Bloemfontein expo, held on 10 February at Ilanga Estate, attracted 410 visitors 
from around Christiana, Welkom, Kimberley, Kuruman, Postmasburg, Ladybrand, Klerksdorp and Aliwal 
North, as well as Maseru (Lesotho), Harare (Zimbabwe) and Nairobi (Kenya).

36
STEPS TO EFFECTIVELY HANDLE ANGRY CUSTOMERS
BY JOHN TSCHOHL, SERVICE QUALITY INSTITUTE
Customers' patronage, and their money, become even more important when you realise that it will cost you 
10 times more to attract new customers than it will to retain current customers.   
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Vehicle magnets 0.8mm ; 610mm wide 
@ R75 per mtr

Backlit Film 1.37m x 50m
@ R2 795 ea per roll

Re�ective Honeycomb Vinyl 1.35m x 50m
@ R60 per sqm

Re�ective Honeycomb Banner 3.2m x 50m
@ R45 per sqm

PVC Tarpaulin Printable 900gsm 3.2m x 50m
@ R45 per sqm

PVC Tarpaulin Black 550gsm 3.0m x 50m
@ R35 per sqm
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SUPPLIER OF LARGE FORMAT 

DIGITAL PRINT MEDIA, 
SIGNAGE & FABRICATION 

SUBSTRATES, INDOOR/ 
OUTDOOR DISPLAY SYSTEMS

www.allrich-sa.co.za 
sales@allrichtrading.co.za

JOHANNESBURG
Unit 12 Alphen Square
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+27 11 314 3237

CAPE TOWN
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+27 21 955 1277

Nationwide
distribution 
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Western Cape
& KZN

Large stockholding
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Fast, E�cient,
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Welcome to the Sign Africa Durban expo, sponsored by 
Platinum sponsors Roland and Stixo. We hope you enjoy the 
latest wide format, digital printing and signage solutions on 
display. Our Cape Town expo will be held from 18-19 May at 
the CTICC.
 
Our front cover focuses on the launch of three new HP PageWide XL Pro 
models, including the HP PageWide XL Pro 10000, 101.6cm printer, featuring 
high-speed, cost-effective production printing of short-term posters on rolls, 
sheets and boards. HP is also celebrating 30 years of HP DesignJet innovation. 
The new HP DesignJet Z6 Pro and Z9+ Pro deliver best-ever professional photo 
quality for all photographic, fine art and map printing requirements.

Other features in this issue: 

According to Mimaki, the way we live, work and engage with the world around 
us is being significantly reshaped by the global pandemic. From a print industry 
perspective, the versatility of UV LED technology gives print service providers 
an edge when it comes to being ready for the demands of the day. UV LED is 
having a particularly strong impact on the sign graphics market, with adoption 
on the rise. The technology is ideally suited to many of the demands of a post-
pandemic print industry.

Retailers have been through a tumultuous time and have both struggled and 
boomed, depending on the retail sector and what side of the digital divide 
they were on. Customers have, however, returned to brick-and-mortar stores 
and more retailers are using retail technology to create human connections 
and interactions, with integrated retail being a key trend for 2022.

Systems with LED lamps offer more advantages for UV printing than mercury 
vapour lamps, which have to be disposed of as hazardous waste because of 
their composition. They also have shorter service lives than LED lamps, so 
operating costs are higher. This is one of the key aspects to consider when 
looking into large format sustainable printing. 

Mounting adhesives, sometimes referred to as double-sided adhesives or 
double-sided mount film, were used extensively in the early days of digital 
imaging, but their use has waned as the availability of speciality adhesive-
backed media has increased. However, this practice is by no means obsolete, 
with mounting adhesives still having plenty to offer the modern-day print 
business due to the fact they can be used across a wide range of applications.

How do you handle irate customers? Business owners and employees face a 
special challenge when it comes to dealing with customers who are unhappy 
with your service, your products, your lack of attention, or a myriad of other 
things. How you handle those customers can have a direct impact on your 
business. If you don’t handle them well, customers will leave you, and take 
their money with them.
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ALLRICH (PTY) LTD

We are a leading supplier of excellent quality 
material used for displays, signage, digital printing, 
sheets/substrates, LEDs, textiles, inks and the 
construction industry.

BRANDS: EX-CEL, GLOBAL BOND, INNOV, 
PLEXIGLAS, RAYCHUNG, SAM INK, SPARKO, 
TRANSMEDIA, UNIFOL, UNICAST, SPARKAL, IRPEN 
POLICRIL, G+O FRIEDRICH, NESCHEN, TUFGLAS, 
EURO LITE

TEL: JHB: +27 11 314 3237
CT: +27 21 955 1277
FAX: +27 11 314 6076
EMAIL: info@allrichtrading.co.za
WEB: www.allrich-sa.co.za
Unit 12, Alphan Square North, Cnr George & 16th 
Road, Midrand
PO Box 4414, Halfway House, Midrand, 1685

ALTO TATTO
Alto Tatto is a new generation HTV Maker. This 
specialised equipment allows for superior quality 
production-driven printing at a fraction of the cost 
and time. Ideal for branding on apparel, footwear 
and accessories across the promotional and fashion 
industry.

TEL: +27 071 977 1856
EMAIL: marco@altotatto.co.za
Khyber Rock, sandton

CHEMOSOL (PTY) LTD

Chemosol has been supplying the screen, pad 
and digital printing industries for nearly 50 years 
with machinery and consumables. Screen printing 
equipment and substrates: photo-emulsion, 
screens, ink, squeegees, solvents and stencil 
exposing. Pad printing equipment: pads, plates, 
inks, solvents, doctor blades, plate exposing and 
etching. Digital printing equipment: inks, dye-
sublimation paper, protective tissue paper, inkjet 
film and laser film. Laser engraving equipment, 
spares and ancillaries used for cutting and marking 
of plastic, wood, leather and metal. Doming 
equipment and resin. Aquatex textile ink and craft 
products. 
BRANDS: APOLAN, BEAVER, COLOR-DEC, DYSS, 
EASTSIGN, EPSON, ERGOSOFT, G. BOPP, GRUNIG, 
HAN’S YUEMING, HEBBECKER, INTERANTIONAL 
COATINGS, KISSEL+WOLF, LANCER, MARABU, NT 
CUTTER, SEFAR, TIC, WATTS

TEL: +27 11 058 3500
FAX: +27 11 252 9942
EMAIL: info@chemosol.co.za
WEB: www.chemosol.co.za
22 Trump Street, Selby, Johannesburg
PO Box 260962, Excom, 2023

CHINA DIRECT SOURCING
China Direct Sourcing is an experienced and 
reliable partner that will help you source, test and 
import anything from China. We also specialise in 
a full spectrum of garment manufacturing which 
includes knitting, dyeing and sewing of garments 
such as T-shirts, golf shirts, hoodies, caps and many 
other garments at very competitive prices and fast 
turnaround times.
BRANDS: T-SHIRTS SOUTH AFRICA, CAPS SOUTH 
AFRICA, T-SHIRT AND PRINT, GOLF SHIRTS SOUTH 
AFRICA, MASKS SOUTH AFRICA

TEL: +27 11 452 3103
MOBILE: +27 82 396 4866
WEB: www.chinadirect.co.za
www.tshirtsandprint.com
5A Main Rd, Eastleigh, Edenvale, 1609

CURV SIGNAGE SYSTEMS

CURV manufactures a complete range of signage 
kits for the professional trade. Our CURV kits 
come flat-packed and ready for quick and easy 
installation. CURV signage kits are supplied with all 
the required fasteners and trim required to create 
stunning modern signage fit for any corporate 
application.  
BRANDS: CURV READY, CURV SLIMLINE, CURV 
LEDGLO, CURV ELEGANCE
TEL: Aron: +27 82 956 7289 
Greg: +27 72 786 2728 
EMAIL: sales@curv.co.za
WEB: www.curvsignage.co.za
10 St John Road, Hurlyvale, Edenvale, 1611

EXION CORP (PTY) LTD

EXION Corp imports and distributes high quality 
and advanced signage materials from Germany, 
France, Japan, China and Korea. Various LED 
modules, tubes, and transformers. V3, TPS Channel 
Letter
bender, BlackRhino 3D Printer, CNC and Laser 
machines. A wide variety of aluminium profiles, 
trims and returns. Quality ACM, Polycarbonate 
sheets. UV flatbed printer and inks.
BRANDS: INKTEC, JETRIX, E-BOND, EXEET 
POLYCARB SHEET, EXO & STREET WARRIOR LED, 
MEANWELL & EXO PSU, V3, TPS CHANNEL LETTER 
BENDER, ELKAMET PLASTIC TRIM CAP, BLACK 
RHINO CNC &
LASER MACHINES, CEMEDINE HARDROCK GLUE, 
MN TECH REFLECTIVE TAPE & SHEET

TEL: HO: +27 11 464 5053 / DBN: +27 66 088 0107
EMAIL: admin@exion.co.za
WEB: www.exion.co.za
HO: Unit 23~24, Lanseria Business Park,

Malibongwe Drive, Lanseria, Johannesburg

DBN: 22 Gardenia Road, 17 Ashley Grove,

Caversham Glen, Pinetown, Durban

FIBRE PROCESSING AND MANUFACTURING 
SETA

Established in 2011, the Fibre Processing and 
Manufacturing (FP&M) SETA consists of 13 sub-
sectors namely the clothing, footwear, forestry, 
furniture, general goods, leather, packaging, 
printing, print media, publishing, pulp and paper, 
textiles and wood products sectors. Although 
classified individually, the sub-sectors are closely 
integrated. Together they create tremendous value 
in the lives of consumers, by converting lumber, 
pulp, natural or synthetic fibres, animal skins/hides 
into finished products such as furniture, clothing, 
shoes, protective equipment, paper and paper 
board, printing (books, magazines, etc), industrial 
fabrics and extending into high-tech applications in 
many different industries (automotive, health and 
building construction to name a few).

TEL: +27 11 403 1700
FAX: +27 11 444 4310
EMAIL: pknaicker@fpmseta.org.za
WEB: www.fpmseta.org.za
1 Newtown Road, Killarney, Johannesburg, 
Gauteng, 2093

GRAPHIX SUPPLY WORLD (GSW)

GSW is Africa’s leading supplier of digital print 
and cut technologies for the sign, graphics, textile, 
print and packaging industries. GSW offers expert 
advice, technical support, after sales service as 
well as affordable media and consumables. GSW is 
the exclusive distributor of the world’s best quality 
printers and cutters. GSW also offers many finishing 
and other cutting solutions.
BRANDS: MIMAKI, EFI, KONGSBERG, EUROTECH, 
COLDENHOVE, DECAL, HIGH PERFORMACE INKS, 
MEDIA AND FABRICS, BORDEAUX

TEL: JHB: +27 11 444 9288
CPT: +27 21 511 5340
DBN: +27 31 502 6128

DURBANDURBAN

16-17 MARCH 2022

THE COMMERCIAL DIGITAL 
PRINT EXPO
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MOBILE: Robert Franco -  
Managing Director: +27 82 455 6333
EMAIL: marketing@gsw.co.za  
CT: rfranco@gsw.co.za
WEB: www.gsw.co.za
JHB: Unit 2, Olympia Gardens, Olympia Road, 
Eastgate Gardens, Marlboro, 2090, South Africa.
CT HEAD OFFICE: 4 Gold Street, Northgate Estate, 
Ysterplaat, 7405
DBN: Unit 2, 65 Marshall Drive, Mt Edgecombe 
Indust Estate, Mt Edgecombe, Durban.
PO Box 371, Paarden Eiland, 7420

INTAMARKET GRAPHICS (PTY) LTD

Leading suppliers of materials, specialty products 
and equipment to the architectural, signage 
and print industries. Intamarket Graphics offers 
the quickest door-to-door delivery services and 
turnaround time nationwide. Your complete 
solution supplier.
BRANDS: 3M, AVERY DENNISON, MACTAC, 
KEMICA, MILLER WELDMASTER, ROLAND, 
XANITA, FUJIFILM, EUROCEL, ALTEZZE, SOLASAFE, 
NUDEC, IPB, STEINEL, OLFA, FULEI, CHEMICA, 
TOUCHSHIELD, RESPR, STRATOJET, BLACKMAN & 
WHITE, INTEC, BIGZEE, BOXMAT, NESCHEN, IECHO

TEL: TOLL FREE ORDERS: 0800 110 679/  
+27 11 444 0404
FAX: +27 11 444 4310
EMAIL: inta@intamarket.co.za
WEB: www.intamarket-graphics.co.za
HEAD OFFICE: 16 Carey Street, Wynberg, Sandton, 
2090. BRANCHES: Johannesburg, Cape Town, 
Durban
PO Box 78416, Sandton, 2146

IPLASTICS

Iplastics provides a wide variety of common sign 
materials, including acrylic sheets, mirror acrylic, 
PVC foam board, Aluminium composite panel, 
digital printable vinyl, PVC flex banner etc. All 
the manufactures we work with are carefully 
selected by us. We supply quality product with 
affordability.  

TEL: +27 11 609 0870 
EMAIL: info@i-plastics.co.za
WEB: www.i-plastics.co.za
Unit 8, 25 Ingwe Road, Sebenza, Edenvale

JG ELECTRONICS 
Profitable business opportunities: importers/
distributors of heat presses, sublimation systems 
and consumables, heat transfer vinyl, white toner 
solutions, vinyl cutters, sublimation coatings, heat 
transfer papers and rubber rolls for sublimation 
(mousepad material).
BRANDS: BESTSUB, SILHOUETTE CAMEO, 
FOREVER TRANSFER PAPER, GEOKNIGHT, 
MUGGIT, OKI WHITE TONER, SAWGRASS, 
TEXPRINT, I-STEP, UNISUB, VIDEOFLEX, SUNFLY, 

USA PHOTOMUGS

TEL: BLOEM: +27 51 430 1554 
JHB: +27 11 789 6033  
CT: +27 21 511 0134/8 
EMAIL:  sign@jge.co.za
WEB: www.jgelectronics.com 
177 Blairgowrie Drive, Randburg, Johannesburg

KOLOK GRAPHIC SUPPLIES

Kolok Graphic Supplies is a large format media 
supplier. We offer a wide range of digital print 
media that will meet all your needs, from Vinyl, 
Inks, PVC, Backlit, Wallpaper, Canvas, Poster Paper 
and Lamination. We also stock a wide variety of 
Hexis Sign Vinyl and Vehicle Wrap Vinyl colours, 
as well as Hexis Bodyfence PPF Film and Hexis 
Purezone Antimicrobial film that will protect any 
surface from bacteria and viruses.
BRANDS: CANON, EPSON, HEXIS, HP, NUTEC, 
ORAJET, SIHL

MOBILE: +27 82 3225 966
EMAIL: salesgs@koloksa.co.za
WEB: www.kolokgs.co.za
31 Gold Reef Road, Ormonde, Ext 32, 2091

MAXLASER

MaxLaser is a wholesale company that sells a 
wide range of laser machines and accessories. 
Providing all-round laser application solutions 
to meet the demands of the industry. Our laser 
machines are professionally manufactured and 
well built together by high-tech enterprises. We 
supply a variety of lasers, including: laser cutters, 
laser engravers, laser markers, hobby lasers and 
more.
BRANDS: THUNDERLASER, FLUX, MAXLASER

MOBILE: +27 10 534 6996
EMAIL: info@maxlaser.co.za
WEB: www.maxlaser.co.za
26 Edenvale Road, Meadowbrook, Germiston 
1609 Edenvale, South Africa

MIDCOMP (PTY) LTD

Midcomp (PTY) Ltd is a 31-year-old company 
specialising in the sales, service and support 
of large format digital printing and finishing 
equipment. We have a full spectrum of solutions 
from small print and cut systems capable of 
shortrun production through to high volume 
printers. We also specialise in Zünd Swiss cutting 
systems for the digital finishing with a high degree 
of automation, reducing both waste and reliance 
on resources.

Midcomp (PTY) Ltd offers world-class support, 
with a team of 13 factory-trained field service 
engineers that have the fastest measured 
response times in the industry. We also offer 
our customer’s a production backup facility at 
our Innovation Hub. In the event of a customer 
experiencing technical failure, they can continue 
production at our facility while a field service 

engineer resolves the problem, thus ensuring that 
deadlines meet.

Midcomp (PTY) Ltd is the only company to offer 
a Pay Per Use (PPU) where customers only pay 
for the square meters they print. It is a smarter 
way to print with a fixed cost per square meter 
rate that is customised around your business. This 
rate includes ink, printheads, spare parts, service 
maintenance kits and labour. No unexpected 
payments for repairs to your printer if it breaks 
down. This programme is available for the HP 
Latex range.
As part of our “Catalyst for Growth” promise 
we have evolved into a group of three focal 
companies which includes Midcomp Azero (Large 
format printers and plotters) and Midcomp 
Consumables(Digital print media).

HARDWARE & SOFTWARE BRANDS: HP, ZÜND, 
JHF, KLIEVERIK, FOTOBA, SUMMA, KALA, CONTEX 
SCANNERS, BARBIERI, CALDERA, SAI, IDIGIT, ONYX
MEDIA BRANDS: HP, DRYTAC, CONTRAVISION, 
PALRAM, 
PLASTGROMMET
 
With branches in Johannesburg, Cape Town and 
Durban, Midcomp (PTY) Ltd sells and supports to 
the whole of South Africa including neighbouring 
countries.

TEL: NATIONAL: +27 10 020 9999
FAX: +27 21 551 9072
EMAIL: sales@midcomp.co.za 
WEB: www.midcomp.co.za
HO: Unit 21 Fern Towers, Hylauma Street, 
Ferndale, Randburg, South Africa 

PRINTING SA

The official voice of the print, pack, sign 
and visual communications industries. We 
provide an array of services to members of 
the federation from conferring, consulting, 
training and campaigning for the long-term 
sustainability and future growth of the 
industry. 

We represent our members on various 
statutory bodies, including the FP&M SETA, 
SACCI, regional Chambers of Commerce, 
Proudly SA and we are the official association 
for FESPA in Africa. Printing SA provides 
commercial, technical and legal advice, HR, IR 
& B-BBEE consulting services for our members. 
As the largest training provider for our sector, 
we offer an array of training interventions for 
those wanting to increase their knowledge, 
technical skills and expertise in the industry.
BRANDS: PRINTING SA

TEL: +27 11 287 1160
FAX: +27 10 594 3299
WEB: www.printingsa.org
575 Lupton Drive, Halfway House,  
Midrand, 1682

REXX SCREEN & DIGITAL SUPPLIES

Rexx is the only vertically integrated service 
provider to the textile screen and digital printing 
industry. We specialise in Direct To Garment 
printers, Direct To Film systems, screen printing 

equipment and consumables, vinyl cutters, 
heat presses and heat transfer films as well a 
comprehensive range of retail quality blank 
garments and their experienced Team of 
REXXPERTS offer continuous world class support 
and solutions.

BRANDS: KORNIT DIGITAL, POLYPRINT DTG, 
REXX DTF, SEF HEAT TRANSFER FILMS, REXX-T,  
VASTEX , GCC PLOTTERS AND ENGRAVERS, 
MAGNA COLOURS, EASIWAY CLEANING SYSTEMS, 
ADELCO, REXXPLAS, GALAXY HEAT PRESSES, ORA 
SQUEEGEES, POLYMERIC IMAGING, SAATI, SUN 
CHEMICALS, UES FOILS, MS KOREA, CHIOSSI E 
CAVAZUTTI.

TEL: +27 10 597 3441
EMAIL: laetitia@rexxscreendigital.co.za
WEB:  www.rexxscreendigital.co.za
CPT: Units 3 & 4 Royal Industrial Park,
19 Basson Street, Maitland, Cape
Town, South Africa.
JHB: Unit A08, 5 Galaxy Avenue,
Linbro Business Park, Johannesburg,
2065

PLATINUM SPONSOR

ROLAND

We are a bunch of people who get excited 
about teaching digital technology to others. 
We eat, sleep and dream digital production 
solutions, be it for signwriting, digital dental 
milling, tool and die-making, fashion, you 
name it, we are dreaming up new and exciting 
ways for you to become proficient and self 
reliant with digital technology. 
BRANDS: ROLAND 

TEL: JHB: 0800 ROLAND  
765 263 / +27 11 875 9300
DBN: +27 31 705 5530
FAX: JHB: +27 11 466 1555
DBN: +27 31 705 5531
EMAIL: sales@rolanddg.co.za
WEB: www.rolanddg.co.za
JHB: 306 Kyalami Boulevard, Kyalami Business 
Park, Midrand 1684
DBN: Shop 20 Power Centre, 21 Lanner Road New 
Germany

S  A   T  U
est. 1898

South African Typographical Union

SOUTH AFRICAN TYPOGRAPHICAL UNION

This is our story and why we have been in 
the business for 124 years. Throughout the 
years the South African Typographical Union 
has concentrated on organising the technical 
employees in the print and packaging sectors. 
However, due to technological changes in 
the industry and the reduction of technical 
workers, it had to amend its Constitution to 
take in many other Allied Sectors.
 The Conditions of Employment which apply 
to members in the Printing, Newspaper and 
Packaging Industry are in many cases better 
than those which most other unions have 
been able to negotiate for their members, 
and are in most cases, better than the Basic 
Conditions of Employment Act. Since the 
inception of this Act, employers have been 
attempting to change our members’ conditions 
of employment to those of the Basic 
Conditions of Employment Act. This has the 
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effect of reducing our member’s conditions of 
employment to those of the Basic Conditions 
of Employment Act which are less favourable 
than our members’ present conditions.
 
Remember that the Basic Conditions of 
Employment Act only sets out the minimum 
conditions an employer can employ a person 
on. SATU has vigorously opposed these 
changes, as the conditions of employment 
which our members enjoy have been 
negotiated over the course of many years.  

SATU has amended its Constitution to extend 
its scope to include the following occupations: 
Stationery Outlets, Book Shops, Publishing 
Houses, Advertising Agencies, Screen and Sign 
Display Sectors, Photocopy Shops, Printing 
Suppliers, Graphics and Graphic Design and 
Visual Communications.

TEL: +27 12 338 2021
MOBILE: +27 66 117 1702
EMAIL: khwezim@satu.co.za
WEB: www.satu.co.za

SHEETCO CC

Textile and sublimation printing equipment 
and consumables. We offer customisable print 
equipment and tailored consumables for high 
volume digital textile printing. Sublimation for 
sportswear and banner and flags, or cotton 
and cotton blends for garments and interiors. 
BRANDS: AVANTI DIGITAL PRINTERS, MONTI 
ANTONIO TRANSFER PRESSES, KIIAN DIGITAL 
TEXTILE INKS, VARIOUS SUBLIMATION 
PAPER BRANDS AND PROTECTION PAPER, 
COLORPRINT RIP SOFTWARE, FLEXISIGN RIP 
SOFTWARE

TEL: +27 86 111 6213 / 

+27 11 396 1740
FAX: +27 86 100 0293
MOBILE: +27 83 451 4967
EMAIL: fb@sheetco.co.za
WEB: www.sheetco.co.za
rth, Midrand, 
Johannesburg

PLATINUM SPONSOR

STIXO SIGNAGE SUPPLIES

A leading supplier of quality signage material 
and allied products in the Southern African 
region, covering all SADC countries with 
logistics and delivery arrangements. STIXO 
is an importer and national distributor of 
large format digital media, display systems, 
substrates, rigid sheets, corporate gift blanks 
and signage accessories. The company caters 
for printing, signage and branding businesses, 
as well as re-sellers.

STIXO ensures individualised services to each 
client and swift decision making and offer 
reasonably priced, quality brand-named and 
unbranded products. The managing team aims 
to further partner up with international well-
known companies, bringing world class brands 
into the South African market.

TEL: +27 11 830 1838

MOBILE: +27 84 949 9087 / 
+27 83 950 6363 
EMAIL: info@stixo.co.za
WEB: www.stixo.co.za
3 Volans Street, Crown Mines, Johannesburg, 
South Africa, 2092

TROTEC LASER
Trotec South Africa offers a full range of 
machinery for laser marking, cutting and 
engraving. We also supply a complete range 
of consumables for the engraving market. 
This includes our Engraving Laminates and 
promotional items.

TEL: +27 11 262 1400
MOBILE: +27 83 265 3187 
EMAIL: lynnv@trodat.co.za
WEB: www.troteclaser.com
3 Appel Road, Kramerville, Sandton, 2090

UPRINT SA

We sell our own original print technology 
which has the world's first chemical transfer 
process. The printer we use is an OKI printer 
engine. We convert the fuser unit into a new 
modification, allowing for the paper to pass 

through the printer without the ink (toner) 

being fused (dried) to the page. 

Our modification, including our unique RIP 

software, gives birth to chemical transfer 

printing and heat transfer all in one printer. 

You no longer need sublimation products, 

heatpresses or UV printers to print on limited 

items. The U-Print Chemical transfer printing 

process can brand on every single surface on 

the planet. When we say every surface, we 

mean it.

TEL: +27 31 562 0580

MOBILE: +27 63 690 2202

EMAIL: jordan@uprintsa.co.za

WEB: www.uprintsa.co.za/

DURBAN

16-17 MARCH 2022

THE COMMERCIAL DIGITAL 
PRINT EXPO

Catalogue listings were correct at time of going 

to press. Updates will be  made online at www.

africaprintexpo.com,  

www.signafricaexpo.com

or www.graphicsprintsign.com
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HOT NEW PRODUCTS
Mimaki Printer Series
The 330 Series of printers, developed to offer mid 
to high-end printing models, focuses on high image 
quality and productivity. The printers can achieve 
high resolution, durable prints for the sign, graphic 
and textile industries. The large format inkjet printer 
series includes the JV330-160, CJV330-160 and 
TS330-1600, as well as a new range of CG-AR cutting 
plotters. www.gsw.co.za

Drytac Polar Choice White Films 
Suitable for both indoor and outdoor applications, 
the films are ideal for flat signage and general 
advertising applications, including windows, POP 
displays, stickers and decals. Available with a gloss 
or matt finish and featuring a permanent grey 
adhesive, the 3.2 mil (80μ) film maximises adhesive 
performance on a wide variety of substrates.  
www.midcomp.co.za

Diamond Eco-Solvent Inks
The low smell, fast drying Diamond inks provide 
ideal media compatibility across a broad range 
of self-adhesive and flexible substrates. The 
inks provide print service providers with high 
performing alternatives to the traditional OEM inks 
used for Mimaki® or Roland® solvent printing. The 
series also includes options designed for presses 
using printheads from Fujifilm Dimatix®, Epson® 
and Konica Minolta®, to name a few.  
www.nutecdigital.com

Router Bits
The router bits are primed for high efficiency in 
cutting on softwoods, wood, plastics, supawoods, 
laminates, timber wood and all hardwood types. 
AM.CO.ZA have more router bits arriving that will be 
suitable for aluminium, DIBOND®, polycarbonate and 
more. Router bits come in a variety of shapes and 
sizes, and these allow clients to use their CNC router 
to create incredible pieces of art, at a lower cost and 
while increasing profits. www.am.co.za

MonsterTack ASLAN DFP 05
Despite its extremely high adhesive strength, the 
film can be cleanly removed from low-energy 
surfaces as well as from steel without leaving any 
residue. With a solvent vapour and lubricating 
oil-resistant adhesive formulation, the polymeric, 
glossy digital printing film offers assurance for the 
most difficult applications. Product advantages 
include adhesion for the most difficult applications, 
bonding temperature from -10° C and no edge 
bleeding while printing. www.aslanfolien.de/en/

Enfocus Software Platform 
Update
The update is integrated with an email client, 
BoardingPass, which allows customer-facing staff 
to instantly validate PDF files for print, identifies 
errors that require a file to be resubmitted and 
automatically drafts an email reply. This enables 
customer service agents to gain the power to 
provide quick and understandable job feedback, 
without the need for prepress. www.enfocus.com/

MagnaPrint Foil Adhesive
The latest water-based foil binder offers a super-
soft print handle when applying a variety of foils to 
garments and fabrics. A key element of the new Foil 
Adhesive is its smaller and more refined particle 
size. This allows for stronger definition, crisper edges 
and finer details to be achieved in the foil areas of 
prints. The water-based ink offers excellent screen 
runnability and open time to support printers during 
production. www.magnacolours.com

Grafityp PVC-Free Films 
The sustainable Grafityp Ecological Films (GEF) 
range is now expanding with new GEF112S and 
GEF116HT films. GEF112S is the sustainable 
alternative to the PVC print film M112R. It is 
a white glossy PVC-free film with removable 
adhesive. Applications include all possible indoor 
and short-term outdoor applications (± 3 years). 
GEF116HT is the sustainable brother of the wall 
decoration film NM116HT. It is a white matt PVC-
free film with grey high tack adhesive.  
www.grafityp.com

Pantone Colour Communication 
Tool
The Pantone FHI Paper Traveler is part of Pantone’s 
Fashion, Home and Interiors (FHI) product suite, 
which is focused on providing support with digital 
and physical products for designers around the 
globe who create products for fashion and home 
furnishings and related product markets such 
as footwear, activewear, cosmetics, accessories, 
gaming and other hard goods. www.kear.co.za
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HOT NEW PRODUCTS
SloanLED Prism12 Nano+
The lighting solution, available in White (7200 K, 
6500 K, 5000 K, 4000 K, and 3000 K), Red, Green, 
and Blue, delivers several advancements over its 
predecessor with improved elliptical optics for 
better light distribution. It also features more 
modules per driver with 250 white modules per 60 
W power supply; 22 AWG cable for increased safety 
and reduced voltage drop and unprecedented 
efficacy of up to 160 lm/W. www.sloanled.com

Color-Logic Expanded Portfolio
Because graphic designers prefer to work with 
proven colours, Color-Logic provides files to 
licensed printers, at no extra cost, with which they 
can produce their own Color-Logic swatch books. 
Color-Logic has added 644 new colours to the 
Color-Logic metallic colour system. The new colours 
bring the total Color-Logic colours to 924, of which 
55 are golds. www.color-logic.com

Kodak Ink System For Direct To 
Film
Film-to-fabric ink systems can be used with most 
modified inkjet printers and involves three simple 
components: powder, film and ink. The benefits 
of DTF, like the KODACOLOR  film-to-fabric (FTF) 
System, include the ability to print on a wide 
variety of fabrics (e.g. natural fabrics, polyester, 
nylon, rayon, blends and cotton); less investment in 
hardware for  start-up and more flexibility to accept 
customer printing projects. www.kodak.com

Arlon Printable Etched Glass Film 
DPF 5450X etched glass printable vinyl offers 
opportunities in decoration and design on a 
variety of glass surfaces and more, both indoors 
and outdoors. This film is a profitable solution 
for adding privacy without compromising natural 
light. The air channels of the Low-Profile X-Scape 
Technology® enable smooth repositionability of 
the graphics, providing rapid and bubble-free 
installations. www.arlon.com

Stahls’ UltraColor™ MAX Heat 
Transfers 
Users can provide custom apparel for so many 
markets. There’s no need to invest in expensive 
equipment or deal with complicated printing 
processes. The direct to film transfers deliver 
top-quality, consistent results that your customers 
demand. They are easy to price, order, and apply, 
so users can confidently decorate for any market 
with one heat transfer. Users can say yes to any 
job with unlimited colour options, no outlines or 
borders, and vibrant, finely detailed designs.  
www.stahls.com

CalderaRIP Mutoh Compatible 
Software
CalderaRIP software is now compatible with the 
Mutoh XpertJet 1682WR and 1642WR. These 
new drivers expand the company’s portfolio of 
supported peripherals for digital printing. Fully 
scalable, CalderaRIP fits print operations of all sizes, 
and manages a fleet of devices from one single, 
user-friendly interface to deliver coherent results 
no matter the application or substrate.
www.midcomp.co.za

SloanLED BrightLINE 2
Ideal for shallow depths of 30-120 mm, SloanLED 
BrightLINE 2 delivers several improvements 
over the previous generation with lower energy 
consumption, allowing more product per 
power supply and 6500K and now 4000K colour 
temperatures for greater versatility in illuminating 
warm to cool colours and skin tones.  
www.sloanled.com

Summa L1810 Second Generation
This is the first laser cutter fully developed by 
Summa. It combines the know-how and years of 
experience by Summa’s laser division in the UK 
with the experience Summa has in producing on a 
larger scale. It combines industrial design with an 
excellent laser source, optimal power control, an 
efficient feeding system and an improved scanning 
system, all of which results in a top-notch high 
performing laser cutter. www.summa.com

ASTARIGLAS® GP
These cast acrylic sheets are made from 100% virgin 
methyl methacrylate monomer (MMA), ensuring 
that the highest quality product is achieved. This 
ensures excellent clarity, weatherability and high 
strength. They have been certified by Underwriters 
Laboratories to UL-94HB, which is the highest 
flammability rating obtainable for acrylic sheet with 
92% light transmission. They can be thermoformed, 
cut, drilled, bent, machined, engraved, polished 
and glued. www.ecosignagesupplies.co.za
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• Laser cutting, routers + engraving
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• Vinyls + substrates
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CTICC Gallagher Convention Centre

CAPE TOWN
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Organised by Practical Publishing SA (Pty) Ltd | www.PracticalPublishing.co.za
Tel: +27 11 568 1894  |  regionals@PracticalPublishing.co.za 
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SignAf

SignAfrica

Sign Africa
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SIGN INDUSTRY 
NEWS
Platinum Sponsor Stixo Signage Supplies Exhibited Signage Solutions

Platinum sponsor Stixo Signage Supplies exhibited 
its extensive range of products that make the 
company renowned as a one-stop signage shop 
during the Sign Africa Bloemfontein Expo, held on 
10 February 2022 at Ilanga Estate.

Stixo is an importer and national distributor of large 
format digital media, display systems, substrate 
rigid sheets, corporate gift blanks and signage 
accessories. The company caters for printing, 
signage and branding businesses, as well as re-
sellers.

Visitors could see the various solutions that the 
company had to offer and met their experienced 
sales staff on a one-to-one basis to discuss any 
specific needs they may have had.

www.stixo.co.za
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Neschen Announces Graphic Media Partnership With Allrich

Allrich will be a Neschen distributor in the graphics 
products sector for the South African region from 
the end of February 2022.

Allrich Trading (Pty) Ltd., founded in 2010 with a 
particular focus on innovative solutions for the 
advertising industry, draws on products from 
well-known manufacturers and serves not only 
the South African market but also customers in 
neighboring countries such as Namibia, Botswana, 
Malawi and Zimbabwe.

‘We want to offer our customers the best choice for 
every need. With such an experienced and forward-
looking company as Neschen, we have now been 

able to add a strong range of versatile products to 
our graphic media product area, which makes us 
very happy,’ said Allrich Managing Director Ashok 
Jain.

Neschen’s Graphics product range includes 
finishing, protective and mounting films, as well 
as printable media for indoor and outdoor use, 
which can be used with the latest digital printing 
techniques. Here, Neschen places particular 
emphasis on sustainability and the versatility and 
durability of the media. ‘We are very pleased 
to have found in Allrich an experienced, strong 
partner company for the South African region, 
whose distribution network extends to Namibia, 

Zimbabwe, Malawi and Botswana,’ said Richard 
Bachora, Head of Sales Graphics at Neschen. 
‘The fact that we are able to place our Graphics 
products in such a large area makes the starting 
shot for a successful 2022 perfect.’

www.allrich-sa.co.za

http://www.allrichsa.co.za
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SIGN INDUSTRY NEWS CONTINUED

Platinum Sponsor Roland DG Showcased Wide Format Solutions 
Sign Africa Platinum expo sponsor Roland DG South 
Africa exhibited its wide format innovations at the 
Sign Africa Bloemfontein Expo.

BN-20A
The VersaSTUDIO BN series is a compact, easy-to-
use and affordable desktop inkjet printer/cutter for 
professional use. With over 18,000 units shipped 
since its launch in 2011, the BN-20 has proven 
popular among a wide range of users, from those 
starting a printing business to those producing and 
selling original goods from their home or stores.

The BN-20A was designed to be more affordable by 
offering only CMYK ink colours while maintaining 
the high performance and ease of use of a 
professional business printer. The ECO-SOL MAX 2 
ink can print on a wide range of media, including 
not only poster paper but also thermal transfers, 
PVC sheets and PET films. A True Rich Colour preset 

has received high praise from advertising and sign 
professionals for its ability to produce vivid and 
accurate graphic expression.

TrueVIS VG2
Engineered to exceed the needs of the most 
demanding sign and graphics professionals, the 
TrueVIS VG2 series offers comprehensive colour 
choices, improved machine efficiency and increased 
print-and-cut accuracy for true unattended 
production.

It is available in 137cm (54 inch) and 162.5cm (64 
inch) printer/cutters. In addition to incorporating a 
host of technological advancements for optimum 
overall performance, the VG2 series uses Roland’s 
new specially formulated TR2 ink, available in three 
different configurations with CMYK, plus additional 
Light Cyan, Light Magenta, Light Black, White or 
Orange.

TrueVIS SG2
This series was designed to inspire creative 
expression with outstanding colour and to grow 
your business by providing an unmatched level of 
convenience and productivity. The vibrant colour 
of new TR2 inks and the new True Rich Colour 
combine to maximise the potential performance of 
the hardware and inks.

GR2
The new GR2-640/540 162.5cm and 137cm (64” 
and 54”) vinyl cutters provide an ideal balance 
between affordable pricing and superior cutting 
performance and are designed to integrate 
seamlessly with large format inkjet printers. With a 
maximum cutting speed of 1530mm/s, a maximum 
downforce of 600gf and smooth media feeding, 
the GR2 series achieves the precision cutting 
quality and high-volume productivity required by 
professional users.

DGSHAPE LD-80
Simply enter your personalised text, upload a 
graphic, and with precision and ease, your unique 
designs are transferred onto polycarbonate, acrylic 
and other plastics. The easy-to-use and safe-
to-operate machine uses a Class 1 laser to heat 
transfer metallised foils onto gifts, promotional 
giveaways, merchandise and so much more.

www.rolanddg.co.za

Graphix Supply World Showcased Eco-Solvent Printer At Sign Africa 
Bloemfontein Expo

Graphix Supply World (GSW) showcased the 
Mimaki JV 100-160 eco-solvent printer, part of the 
new 100 range, at the Sign Africa Bloemfontein 
Expo, held on 10 February 2022 at Ilanga Estate.

Representatives were at the stand to discuss the 
UJV100-160 UV printer and TS100-160 dye-
sublimation printer, also part of the new Mimaki 
100 range.

The JV100-160 adopts the recently developed, 
fast drying eco solvent ink ‘AAS’, which reduces 
graininess and allows for fine details even 
when printing images with high volumes of 
ink. Additionally, this new eco-solvent ink has 
superior scratch resistance and outdoor durability 
that allows printers to create a multitude of 
applications, whether they are for indoor or 
outdoor use.

The new AS5 ink is available in both a Dual CMYK 

4 colour mode and 8 colour mode, which includes 
Light Cyan (Lc), Light Magenta (Lm), Orange (Or) 
and Light Black (Lk). The inkjet printer strives to 
achieve high quality printing with high productivity, 
all at minimal cost to the user.

The UJV100-160 brings together cost effective 
technology with the flexibility and versatility to 
deliver faster output than ever before. It features 
up to 30% more cost effectiveness than any other 
UV machine available. It is designed to produce 
a wide range of material like vehicle wrapping, 
outdoor and indoor signage, banners, posters and 
many more.

TS100-160 high performance dye sublimation 
printer has a maximum speed of up to 70sqm 
per hour and features low ink cost, minimal 
maintenance and precision Japanese engineering. 
It is designed to produce a wide range of materials 
and applications including fashion, soft signage, 

home and interior, sportswear, promotional 
products and more.

Sign Africa Bloemfontein Expo was sponsored by 
Roland and Stixo.

www.gsw.co.za
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Eco Signage Supplies Announces New Branch Location

Eco Signage Supplies has announced new premises 
for its Boksburg branch, one of two branches in 
Gauteng, and the other of which is located in 
Randburg. The Boksburg branch is located at 142 
Michelson Street, Anderbolt, in Boksburg.

The company was established in January 2011, with 
its core business to supply signage materials used 
in the manufacture of visual identity, commercial 
displays, signage and point of sale products. The 
company provides quality branded and unbranded 
products including ASTARIGLAS®, Avery, Orajet, 
Eco-print, Eco-bond, Samsung, Inflex and Poli-cut 
products. According to director Shiraz Shaik, the 
new branch is more conveniently located, with easy 
access from both the N17 and the N12 freeways, 
with adequate secure parking and loading facilities.

‘The new layout is more visually appealing, 
allowing customers to browse products, thus giving 
customers a better understanding of the range of 

products we offer, enabling them to make more 
informed choices and decisions,’ he said. ‘The 
layout was designed with the customer in mind 
to create a smooth, seamless and worthwhile 
experience when visiting the branch.’

‘The increased warehouse and storage facilities 
will allow us to hold more stock, thus catering 

better for the requirements of our customer and 
ensuring minimum disruptions due to the current 
shipping delays. It will also allow us to improve 
our productivity and efficiency by offering quicker 
turnaround times and faster delivery.’

www.ecosignagesupplies.co.za

FALCON SA Hands Over Design Competition Heat Press Prize
Elzana O’Kelly Kritzinger collected her STAHLS’ Hot 
Berry heat press, which, along with vouchers, was 
up for grabs for entrants who submitted the best 
original ’Graphics, Print and Sign’ themed T-shirt 
design for the FALCON SA T-shirt Design competition.

People could vote on social media for their favourite 
design, as well as on the FALCON SA stand at 
last year’s Graphics, Print and Sign expo, held at 
Emperors Palace Convention Centre from 5-7 
October.

O’Kelly Kritzinger won the heat press as well as 
consumables to go with it. O’Kelly Kritzinger, on 
commenting on the machine’s benefits, said the 
heat plate is regulated, so there won’t be any 
irregularities in her products when pressed.

‘It’s smaller and more compact. I don’t have a lot 
of space, so that will be a space-saver,’ she added, 
‘The release is also more manageable, whereas my 
current heat press is very stiff to open up. From what 
I’ve read online, it’s an excellent product. I cannot 
wait to test it out, it is life-changing.’

Thomas Smith, FALCON SA’s Regional Sales Manager, 
Gauteng, said, ’The Hot Berry is an entry-level heat 
press. O’Kelly Kritzinger is starting a small business, 
so it’s an honour for us to assist her. Before she 
entered the competition, she was outsourcing work, 

and now she is doing it on her own. It’s a small and 
robust machine that she can use from her office or 
at home, and now she can start her own business.’

On commenting on her winning design, O’Kelly 
Kritzinger said, ‘I used the CMYK colours and my 
imagination. The ‘Falcon’ design was very important 
for me to put in. I designed what I think they 
wanted.

‘I got a lot of confidence from the competition. 
There are a lot of projects for my business that are 
coming, such as from larger businesses, like a gym – 
for which all their personal trainers’ t-shirts I design.’

‘It was tough competition,’ said Smith. ‘The winner 
was chosen by the public and not FALCON SA as a 
business, so that says a lot. Well done to O’Kelly 
Kritzinger, I think it was a great design.’

‘The press is perfect for stay-at-home moms, 
because there is a market for that,’ concluded Smith. 
‘We will also be assisting O’Kelly Kritzinger with a 
few STAHLS’ materials such as heat transfer vinyls in 
different colours, namely flexi and sports film. We 
will give her both to try out and see what works best 
for her and the type of work she is doing.’

A STAHLS’ weeding tool was also included in the 
hand-over. The press has an automatic timer with 

acoustic signal and a pressure adjustment knob 
for easy pressure adjustment, and comes in the 
on-trend berry colour. Additional features include 
a 30 x 23cm non-stick coated heating plate, the 
temperature is adjustable up to 221 degrees Celsius, 
and it features a digital setting and approximately 
1cm silicone rubber mat on the base platen, to name 
a few.

www.falconsa.com

Competition winner Elzana O’Kelly Kritzinger 
with Thomas Smith, FALCON SA’s Regional Sales 
Manager, Gauteng.

http://www.allrichsa.co.za
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JG Electronics Exhibited Sublimation And Vinyl Solutions 
JG Electronics (JGE) showcased its latest vinyl 
cutters, heat transfer vinyls and desktop printers 
designed for sublimation at the Sign Africa 
Bloemfontein Expo.

The Silhouette CAMEO® 4 Pro is the largest and 
fastest electronic cutting machine in its class, 
and is the big brother of the Silhouette® Cameo 
4. The software is easy to use; is versatile with 
three different blade options; has a punching tool 
and sketch pens; an auto set blade which is set 
to the correct depth by the software according 
to the substrate being cut; automatic cutting tool 
detection; 610mm cutting width and maximum 
cutting length of 61cm with a cutting mat and 3m 
without (20m if the software is upgraded).

With scan and cut/print and cut features standard, 
it supports USB and Bluetooth, is Mac and PC 
compatible and also includes a built-in roll feeder 
for rolls up to 3m long. The Cameo 4 series allows 
users to create projects with precision.

JGE also showcased the latest Sawgrass SG500, 
a desktop printer designed for sublimation. With 
low start-up and running costs, users can create 
customised products with vibrant HD images, 

quickly, easily and profitably. It features a compact 
footprint and rugged reliability. In addition to 
design improvements such as a single roll-bar, the 
SG500 is more energy-efficient, prints with higher 
resolution and offers Wi-Fi connectivity. JGE also 

exhibited its Muggit heat transfer vinyls. Sign Africa 
Bloemfontein Expo was sponsored by Roland and 
Stixo.

www.jgelectronics.com

Curv Showcased Signage Solutions 

Curv Signage exhibited its signage solutions at the 
Sign Africa Bloemfontein Expo, which took place 10 
February 2022 at Ilanga Estate.

Curv Signage System is founded by experienced 

sign writer professionals with a goal to fill the 
gap between custom fabricated sign systems and 
modular sign systems. Curv offers the best of both 
worlds by providing the consumer with all the 
advantages of a modern modular system, while 

at the same time, providing a custom solution 
for the unique requirements of each project. The 
company’s product range includes: Curv READY 
SIGN: internal + external branding; Curv SLIMLINE: 
indoor poster display; Curv LEDGLO: external + 
external branding; Curv ELEGANCE SIGN: doors; 
Curv PYLON: indoor + external branding and Curv 
POLE: external branding.

Curv World products:
• A3 poster board: ideal for use in many 

applications such as menu stands in 
restaurants.

• Door sign: comes in various configurations. 
Custom configurations are also offered.

• Projectile sign: can be mounted on the wall 
for maximum visibility.

• Full suspension sign: used in wayfinding and 
many other applications. Perfect for hospitals, 
schools, office buildings etc.

• The Pylon is Curv’s flagship and is trusted by 
government organisations.

Sign Africa Bloemfontein Expo was sponsored by 
Roland and Stixo.

www.curvsignage.co.za
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Chemosol Showcased 
A Sublimation Printer, 
Cutter And More
Chemosol exhibited at the Sign Africa Bloemfontein 
Expo, which took place 10 February 2022 at Ilanga 
Estate, sponsored by Roland and Stixo.

At the stand visitors had the opportunity to see a 
range of the following solutions on display: Epson 
F100 sublimation printer; G2 heat press (38 x 
38cm); 8-in-1 combo press; Dinkum A3 vinyl cutter/
plotter and a one colour table top screen printer.

www.chemosol.co.za

Allrich Showcased Specialty Vinyls And Gazebos

Allrich exhibited vinyls and gazebos at the Sign 
Africa Bloemfontein Expo, which took place 10 
February 2022 at Ilanga Estate.

Super Clear Vinyl
Creative, versatile and durable, this product can be 
used to create designs on glass in every conceivable 
marketing and branding environment. It can 
be applied to glass without compromising light 
transmission or clarity.

Unprinted areas remain completely transparent, 
while printed areas can be transparent, translucent 
or even completely opaque. This, coupled with 

high resolution colour printing, gives designers and 
artists a whole new canvas, or ‘glass’, on which to 
create arresting graphics that transcend the usual 
profile cut frosted vinyl and simple window vinyl.

Applications include branded, retail, hospitality 
and corporate environments, where there are glass 
doors, walls, partitions, windows or skylights.

One Way Vision Vinyl for UV printing
This perforated window graphics sign film features 
punched holes on self-adhesive materials, using 
pinhole imaging principles. The structure of this 
film is a two-layer ink absorption liner. For general 

one-layer liner, the holes will be easily blocked by 
the UV ink during printing by a UV printer, thus it 
will lose the vision function. Based on a two-layer 
liner, UV ink can be absorbed by the liner, so it can 
be printed on by UV printers.

Steel Gazebos
Gazebos are a popular choice due to their 
affordability and efficient and hassle-free form of 
advertising for outdoor events such as sports days 
or corporate functions. These lightweight gazebos 
are an ideal branding solution, are fully collapsible, 
easy to set up and functional as they provide shelter 
with their water-resistant canvas canopy. Due to 
their easy set-up, they are perfect for trade shows 
and golf day events.

Allrich have relaunched their steel gazebo range in 
both 2m and 3m sizes, and they are now available 
in options for premium heavyweight steel gazebos 
and budget steel gazebos.

The company implement a large variety of different 
design and assembly techniques to ensure the 
product features high quality, durability and 
affordability, and stock a large gazebo range with 
options for every budget and application, from 
2m x 2m gazebos to 6m x 3m heavy duty deluxe 
aluminium gazebos.

Sign Africa Bloemfontein Expo was sponsored by 
Roland and Stixo.

www.allrich-sa.co.za

http://www.allrichsa.co.za
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Leading South African manufacturer of wide format digital printing inks.

For more on our full product range or to request a sample, contact info@nutecdigital.com, 
call +27 (0)21 763 6990 or visit our website at www.nutecdigital.com 

NUtec Digital Ink® and the NUtec Digital Ink logo are registered trademarks of NUtec Digital Ink (Pty) Ltd. All trademarks, service marks, logos, slogans, domain names, trade 
names and/or product names are the property of their respective owners. NUtec Digital Ink (Pty) Ltd disclaims any proprietary interest in trademarks other than its own.

Listed products are available in 
additional packaging configurations as 

well as additional expanded colour 
gamut options.

Choose DIAMOND eco-solvent, low smell, fast drying inks for your self-adhesive & flexible media needs.

D10-GF-MS21
(1L Bottle)

For Mimaki® SS21

D15-TRV2 
(500ml Pouch)

For Roland® TrueVIS

D10-ESM
(0.5L Bottle)

For Roland® Eco-Sol MAX
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CY
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K

NUtec Signafrica half page horiz advert FA 2022-01.pdf   1   2022/01/11   09:26

Intamarket Exhibited Solutions In Cutting, Printing And More 

Intamarket showcased its cutting, printing, heat 
press and laminating solutions at the Sign Africa 
Bloemfontein Expo, which took place on 10 
February 2022 at Ilanga Estate.

Intec ColorCut SC5000 cutter
This is a revolutionary new type of automated 
cutter blending flatbed and sheetfed technologies. 
It is perfect for digitally die-cutting packaging, point 
of sale and lightweight card projects, as well as 
kiss-cutting sheet labels. This on demand digital 
sheet cutter has no physical dies or time-consuming 
set-up costs.

Targeted at busy print departments seeking an 
affordable, high-capacity device for complete 
unattended cutting production, the SC5000 
combines ultra-reliable feeding with an instant 
job retrieval system and flawless high-speed 
cutting and creasing. This compact free-standing 
device is conveniently mobile and will be easily 
accommodated in any print shop.

Intec CS3100 printer
Intec’s ColorSplash CS3000, CS4000 and CS5000 

digital print solutions deliver superb CMYK imaging 
quality coupled with an expansive media latitude 
and a flexible yet modular range of production 
options.

The ColorSplash range uses advanced organic 
toner, new LED imaging technology and innovative 
fusing expertise to deliver stunning image quality 
every time. The flagship Intec CS5000 model also 
adds a fifth print station to the conventional CMYK 
stations, enabling users to broaden their printing 
capabilities with additional colours such as White or 
UVClear effects, helping businesses to capture more 
high value applications and revenue streams. The 
CS3100/4100/5100 comes complete with bespoke 
storage stand, placing the unit at the perfect 
operational height.

Fulei Eco-160C cold laminator with optional 
compressor
The ECO series with a new state-of-the-art design 
is a fully automated roll-to-roll pneumatic type-
2021 lamination machine. The accurate CNC metal 
cutting programme ensures secure and aligned 
laminating for quality finishing. It is ideal for wide 

format laminating or mounting applications.

Fulei Clamshell heat press (SHP20LP2)
Lightweight, reliable, sturdy and portable, this 
range of high-pressure clamshell heat presses are 
ideal for T-shirt printing. Features include an anti-
rust aluminium frame, gas spring control, control 
opening angle 50 degrees and 120V/220V voltage.

Sign Africa Bloemfontein was sponsored by Roland 
and Stixo.

www.intamarket-graphics.co.za
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Midcomp JHF Flatbed Printer Boosts Client’s Productivity

Midcomp recently installed a JHF Vista V2800 
flatbed printer at Bloemfontein-based Centrepiece 
Printing Solution (CPS), a company that has been 
specialising in commercial offset printing and digital 
printing services for over 20 years.

CPS has previously purchased other machines from 
Midcomp, including HP PageWide models such as 
the XL5000 and XL8000, as well as a HP Latex 335 
Print and Cut Solution.

The JHF V2800 comes in a variety of printhead 
configurations, either a 2 head or 3, 4, 5, 6 or 
8 head configuration. All JHF Vista V2800’s are 
specified as field upgradable, allowing the end 
users to start off with a machine that fits their 
budget, and at a later stage, add on more heads to 
increase productivity.

Printing on heat-sensitive media is no issue with 
cool LED curing. The LED lamps are always ready to 
go, with neither a warm-up nor a cool-down and 
can handle a variety of substrates such as acrylic, 
aluminium composite panels, ceramic tile, wood, 
polyester, polycarbonate, polystyrene, (high-
density) PVC, flexible foam panels, glass and metal 
(with a primer). Applications include: interior decor, 
free-standing display units, signage, promotional 
items and more.

CPS owner, Jannie Myburgh, said that production 
in all departments is more efficient since installing 
the machines. ‘Our production time for posters 

is now almost halved since the installation of the 
HP PageWide XL8000, and our production time on 
signage is one day less since the installation of the 
HP Latex 335 Print and Cut, because substrates are 
immediately dry after printing. We also save on 
costs with the JHF Vista flatbed, because we can 
print directly onto rigid substrates.’

All of the machines have enabled CPS to deliver 
a wide variety of products across the signage and 
printing market. ‘We are now able to cater to 
individuals as well as large corporate companies, 
because we can produce small and large quantities 
of products ranging from paper to rigid substrates, 
such as Chromadek, Plexiglas, etc.’

Myburgh described the service received from 
Midcomp as top class, ‘All matters are handled 
immediately and with the highest level of 
professionalism. I would recommend Midcomp to 
anyone who wants excellent customer and after 
sales service.’

Midcomp’s Pay Per Use programme has also 
benefited CPS. Because it helps with production, 
there are no delays when consumables are required 
for the machines, and it is more convenient since a 
user only pays for what they use. ‘There is no need 
to expend a lot of capital before production starts, 
in order to receive all your consumables,’ added 
Myburgh.

www.midcomp.co.za and www.cpsonline.co.za

Trotec Laser South 
Africa Announces First 
Installation Of Q500 Laser 
Cutter In Africa

Trotec Laser South Africa has installed a Q500 laser 
cutter at RGB Graphics. The machine is equipped 
with a powerful DC CO2 laser for fast laser cutting 
and a CeramiCore® RF CO2 laser for high-quality 
laser engraving or both.

The innovative and patented CeramiCore® laser 
source concept stands for reliability, durability and 
high engraving quality. The resonator of the laser 
source, where the laser beam is generated, is 100% 
ceramic. The founder of RGB Graphics (a division of 
Ray’s Signs), Colin Phillips, has 23 years’ experience 
in the signage industry and has been involved in 
a variety of projects such as the launching of new 
seasonal campaigns and the opening of new stores. 
Together with his team, services are provided to 
several clients such as American Clothing, Converse, 
Vans, The Vault, Shoe Max, Fila and Speed Trainer.

Since opening, they have teamed up with Ray’s 
Signs and their services have expanded to include 
manufacturing and installation of signage to all nine 
provinces as well as providing products and services 
that include Chromadek and Perspex signage, 3D 
fabricated letters, billboards, digital printed vinyl, 
sandblast vinyl, decals, vehicle wrapping, window 
tinting, wallpaper, stickers, business cards, posters, 
fabric printing and advertising materials such as A 
frames, roll ups, teardrops and PVC banners. They 
have recently added laser cutting and engraving 
to their mix, with a Trotec Q500. Upon installation 
Phillips said, ‘We would like to thank the Trotec team 
for their honesty, trust and not only going the extra 
mile but making sure that we chose the correct laser 
for our business. The service has been excellent.’

www.troteclaser.co.za

The RGB Graphics team with their new Trotec 
laser cutter.

Jannie Myburgh, CPS owner, with the JHF Vista V2800 flatbed printer.

http://www.allrichsa.co.za
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Midcomp Exhibited Print And Cut Solution And Print Media
Midcomp showcased its HP Latex 335 print and 
cut solution, as well as print media from the 
Midcomp Consumables division, at the Sign Africa 
Bloemfontein Expo, held on 10 February 2022 at 
Ilanga Estate.

The HP Latex 335 print and cut solution enables 
users to print more applications as well as full bleed 
stickers that don’t shrink or curl, and lets them 
reach indoor spaces solvent cannot.

Accurate high-speed cutting and cut throughs, 
LAN connectivity and the HP media basket add 
convenience. Print and cut at the same time, versus 
print or cut with solvent, with this reliable and dual-
device solution. The company also ran a promotion 
on its wide portfolio, which includes its full HP Latex 
range, as well as brands such HP Stitch, Zünd, JHF 
and its Pay Per Use programme.

The expo was sponsored by Roland and Stixo.

www.midcomp.co.za

Kolok Showcased Vinyls, Films And Inks 
Kolok exhibited its range of vinyls, films and inks 
at the Sign Africa Bloemfontein Expo, held on 10 
February at Ilanga Estate.

The company showcased its extensive range of 
different textured wallpapers, as well as its Stingray 
and Jay range of digital print media, encompassing 
paper, self-adhesive vinyl, PVC, canvas etc.

Hexis range: Skintac vehicle wrap films; Bodyfence 
vehicle protection films; Suptac polymeric vinyl for 
signs; Ecotac and Microtac monomeric vinyl for 

signs; Purezone antimicrobial film for protecting 
surfaces from bacteria and Covid-19 and Sandblast 
for window decoration.

NuTec ink range: Emerald eco-solvent ink for Roland 
and Mimaki; Aquamarine for dye sublimation and 
Topaz solvent inks.

The expo was sponsored by Roland and Stixo.

www.kolokgs.co.za

MaxLaser Exhibited Latest Laser Machines 

MaxLaser showcased their Flux laser machines, 
MaxLaser fibre laser, Odin22 Thunder Laser, 
handheld inkjet printers, rubber stamps and laser 
supplies at the Sign Africa Bloemfontein Expo, held 
on 10 February at Ilanga Estate.

The Odin22 Thunder laser engraving and cutting 
machine is fitted with a 30 Watt metal laser tube; 
features hybrid servo motors and a 559 x 381mm 
working table; has a Smartboard operating system 
and features LightBurn software.

MaxLaser is a wholesale company that sells a 
wide range of laser machines and accessories. 
They provide all-round laser application solutions 
to meet the demands of the industry. Their laser 
machines are professionally manufactured and well 
built by high-tech enterprises.

The expo was sponsored by Roland and Stixo.

www.maxlaser.co.za
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HANRUN PAPER DTF PRO-A600HANRUN PAPER DTF PRO-A330

Hanrun paper® PRO-A330 DTF printer is specially 
developed for customers who want high quality 
and do not need large-width machines. 

Power shaker B301
Flat plate stainless steel without air 
suction platform. Features a uniform 
tunnel drying temperature.

Power shaker B601 (2 Heads)
The Arch bridge stainless steel air-free platform e�ectively extends 
the heating duration of the medium in the tunnel.

Power shaker B602 (2 Heads)
Automated track advancement, based on the air suction platform. 
It’s �exible, and is suitable for single cutting and roll baking.

Hanrun paper® PRO-A600 DTF printer is  
specially developed for  customers who want 
high quality and mass production.

SOLUTIONS

#  Ultimate professional performance.
#  Lower power consumption, stronger performance.
#  30% better colour reproduction than EVO series.
#  Better software compatibility.
#  Faster printing speed and higher precision.

#  The most high-end �agship DTF printer
#  Higher continuous printing stability and �ne detail.
#  Larger width, 30%-50% better productivity than EVO series.
#  Better software compatibility.
#  Longer warranty time and more gift accessories.

Most 
Advanced DTF

Technology

Faster
printing

speed

Better
software

compatibility
Stronger

performance
Better

productivity
Better

software
compatibility

Continuous
printing
stability

Most 
Advanced DTF

Technology

http://www.chemosol.co.za
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Hexis Films Used In Hotel Project

Screen and Reklam was contacted to carry out 
the task of giving a second life to the doors of the 
Lappland Hotel, and chose HEXIS self-adhesive 
films, and more specifically the HX200NTWG2 
(printable polymeric PVC film with structured 
adhesive) combined with a VWOOD laminate 
(polymeric PVC wood structure laminate).

This project has given a new lease of life to the 
hotel’s 200 room doors. The VWOOD textured 
laminate adds true cachet to the doors, giving them 
a genuinely realistic finish and feel.

From the variety of patterns in the HEX’PERIENCE 
print file library, the ‘SAN PEDRO’ pattern (wood 
with dark brown grooves) was chosen for this 
project to create a warm ambience.

www.hexis-graphics.com

Agfa Showcasing Inkjet Solutions 
At InPrint 2022

Agfa will present its latest innovations for industrial 
printing applications. This includes the InterioJet 
inkjet press for the printing of décor paper for 
laminate surfaces and the Alussa inkjet printing 
system for leather decoration.

Both systems recently obtained an EDP award 
from the European Digital Press association, 
which honours the best digital printing products 
introduced on the European market in the 
preceding year in terms of quality, value to the 
user, support and service.

Both UV and water-based pigment premium-
quality inks target a wide array of applications 
across several market sectors, including marking 

and coding, security documents, product printing 
and interior decoration, laminate surfaces and 
corrugated packaging. These inks are developed 
for state-of-the-art, often custom-made printing 
systems in cooperation with OEM partners, 
printhead manufacturers, system integrators and 
end-users.

The Agfa team will showcase its technical expertise, 
knowledge and understanding of the diversity 
of industrial applications where print can be 
integrated into a manufacturing environment, 
taking into account pre and post-printing processes, 
at InPrint 2022 (Munich, March 15-17).

www.agfa.com

EFI Awarded For Roll-To-Roll 
UV LED Printer And Software 
Solution

The EFI™ VUTEk® Q5r roll-to-roll UV LED printer 
beat competition in the large/wide format printing 
systems category for printers above 350cm 
wide. EDP judges honoured EFI Fiery® software 
integration with finishers as the top solution in 
the awards programme’s category for software 
automation tools.

The EFI VUTEk Q5r printer is capable of running at 
speeds of up to 672 square metres per hour. The 
5.2m-wide printer delivers a full system solution 
from file submission to a finished print with options 
such as in-line quality inspection, in-line slitting and 
cutting, roll and tape collection, auto-calibration, 
automated backlit printing, automated blockout 
printing and much more.

EFI VUTEk Q series printers, which include both 
the Q5r and a 3.5m wide VUTEk Q3r model, are 
available with up to nine colours including white 
and clear, and feature EFI UltraDrop™ Technology 
with native 7-picolitre printheads and multi-drop 
addressability for high-definition quality. Benefits 
include smoothness in shadows, gradients and 
transitions, as well as precise and sharp 3-point size 
text with a true resolution of up to 1200 dots per 
inch.

VUTEk Q5r printer users around the world have 
had positive experiences driving productivity and 
generating new business thanks to the printer’s 

high degree of automation, its speed, and its 
premium UV LED inkjet printing quality.

EFI Fiery software integration with finishers, 
the winner in the EDP Awards category for best 
software automation tool, offers advanced 
integration with in-line or offline slitter/cutter/
creasers. Operators can define cut, crease, and 
perforation locations on the job content in the Fiery 
software solution, which then communicates the 
configuration to finishing equipment, eliminating 
operator touchpoints and errors from incompatible 
layouts.

EFI Fiery software integration with finishers is 
offered in two different EFI Fiery software products: 
Fiery Impose and Fiery Finishing Designer. With 
Fiery Impose, operators can save up to 90% in 
setup time by automating job prep and eliminating 
manual data entry in environments with offline 
slitter/cutter/creasers. Users can also get new 
orders started right away using existing imposition 
templates with finishing marks for common jobs 
such as business cards or postcards. Custom 
imposition layouts are also easy for users to create, 
with finishing marks added to job content within 
Fiery Impose.

www.gsw.co.za

Kornit Digital Announces Official 
Opening Of Ink Manufacturing 
Facility

Kornit Digital’s modern, 11,000sqm facility 
incorporates advanced automation, sophisticated 
workflows and innovative technologies for 
production optimisation. The new high-volume 
production facility is expected to fulfil global 
demand for Kornit consumables for the next 
decade.

Ronen Samuel, Kornit Digital’s Chief Executive 
Officer.
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The company announced the official opening of the 
new scalable, state-of-the-art ink manufacturing 
facility in Kiryat Gat, Israel last month. The facility 
was built in accordance with the highest quality, 
safety and security standards, reflecting the 
company’s commitment to environmental, social 
and governance (ESG) targets embedded in Kornit 
Digital’s 2020 Impact Report.

Kornit Digital Announces Official Opening Of Ink 
Manufacturing Facility

‘This is a key milestone in our journey to become a 
$1 billion company by 2026 and will ensure we can 
support the tremendous growth our customers are 
experiencing, for many years to come,’ said Ronen 
Samuel, Kornit Digital’s Chief Executive Officer. ‘We 
are proud to lead the charge for a cleaner and more 
responsive textile industry as we continue to write 
the operating system for sustainable fashion and 
textiles on demand.’

www.rexxscreendigital.co.za

SwissQprint Awarded For Printer 
And Inks

The European Digital Press Association (EDP) 
awards in two different categories pay tribute to 
the holistic approach adopted by swissQprint. The 
awards pay tribute to the Swiss manufacturer’s 
innovative strength across multiple disciplines.

Nyala 4 won an award in the ‘Best flatbed/
hybrid printer < 250sqm/h’ category. The jury’s 
reasons, ‘The fourth-generation Nyala builds 
on the existing foundation while offering some 
serious improvements. The swissQprint Nyala’s 
environmentally friendly values are another reason 
why it can be considered a benchmark in large 
format printing.’

The key features of the new swissQprint model are 
its multi-functionality, working efficiency and, first 
and foremost, premium print quality. The Nyala 
delivers these benefits thanks to cutting-edge print 
head technology and the high-precision droplet 
placement perfected by the company. Nyala 4 
achieves maximum resolution of 1350dpi, with an 
output of up to 206sqm/h.

Neon inks for UV printing are exclusively available 
from swissQprint at present, as the jury noted in 
its verdict for the ‘Consumables/UV inks’ category, 
‘The first fluorescent UV-curable inks for inkjet 
digital printing. As well as introducing glow into 
advertising technology, they also deliver clear 
added value.’

Neon colours make advertising and signage glow: 
in black light, they even appear fluorescent. 

swissQprint users can print these eye-catching 
media in whichever versions they choose: on rigid 
substrates in any format and also on roll materials. 
Neon Yellow and Neon Pink are available. These 
two inks make two additional colour variants 
possible, Neon Green and Neon Orange, along with 
countless applications.

‘We aim to offer our customers comprehensive 
solutions that encompass hardware and inks as well 
as applications,’ explained Carmen Eicher, Head of 
Sales and Marketing at swissQprint.

www.sign-tronic.co.za

Zünd Receives Awards For 
Software Solutions

The European Digital Press Association (EDP) jury 
declared PrimeCenter the Best Workflow Solution, 
while the Pick&Place Interface Option and the 
Visualising Option were recognised as Best in 
Robotics and Best Print Support Tool, respectively.

They are two highly effective solutions for 
removing/unloading cut parts, offering visual 
support and robot integration. In recognition of 
the wide-ranging benefits and exceptional price-
performance ratio of these software solutions, a 
jury of experts awarded them the distinction of 
Best in Class.

PrimeCenter automation software serves as control 
center for creating print and cut files and enables a 
highly efficient and productive prepress workflow. 
In a few clicks, users create fully nested print and 
cut jobs.

The Zünd ‘Pick&Place’ Interface Option lets Zünd 
Cut Center (ZCC) control a robotic device, enabling 
fully automated parts removal: picking, sorting and 
placing at pre-defined locations.

The Visualising Option provides visual support for 
parts removal. Cut parts are labelled via projection 
or monitor. The user is able to see at a glance which 
parts belong to which job and can apply labels for 
continuous Track&Trace.

For more than 10 years, EDP has been evaluating 
products and developments in the graphics 
industry for excellence and for commendation 
through an evaluation process involving the EDP 
technical committee, a jury of experts, and finally, a 

Lars Bendixen, Oliver Zünd, and Stefan Lang, Zünd.

general award assembly of EDP members.

www.midcomp.co.za

X-Rite Announce Appointment Of 
President

A seasoned leader with more than 20 years of 
general management, commercial, engineering 
and global operations experience, Chris Brooks will 
lead the company’s innovation strategy into digital 
colour platforms, cloud services and connected 
hardware.

‘Digital technologies are transforming the way 
physical products are designed and manufactured, 
allowing for more creativity, customisation and 
opportunity,’ said Brooks. ‘I’m excited to join 
the company that has been on the forefront of 
this transformation, leading the way with digital 
colour communications and cutting-edge colour 
measurement solutions designed to bring colour to 
life from inspiration through to final production.’

Brooks joins X-Rite with a diverse background 
in industrial manufacturing, medical devices, 
pharmaceuticals and food service. Most recently, 
he served as vice president and general manager 
at AMETEK’s Engineered Medical Components 
business, where the business accelerated sales 
and operating profit across multiple global 
manufacturing facilities by implementing core 
growth strategies with strong financial oversight.

Prior to AMETEK, Brooks held various management 
positions with increasing responsibilities in 
operations, engineering, marketing and business 
development at Illinois Tool Works (ITW), Nordson 
Corporation, Coca-Cola Company, FMC Corporation 
and Merck & Co.

An active community leader, Brooks participates 
on the boards of numerous non-profits including 
Thurgood Marshall Centre Trust, North Carolina 
A&T Board of Visitors, American Heart Association 
and Clay-Nelson Scholarship. He holds a Master of 

Chris Brooks, President, X-Rite. 
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Business Administration degree from the University 
of North Carolina and a Bachelor of Science degree 
in Mechanical Engineering from North Carolina A&T 
State University.

www.xrite.com

Mutoh Awarded For RIP Printing 
Software

Mutoh’s VerteLith™ software is built around the 
Harlequin Core, ensuring fast RIP processing times 
for both PDF and PostScript files, as well as perfect 
handling of transparencies and spot colours.

Mutoh, represented by Mutoh Europe for the 
EMEA territory, received a prestigious EDP award 
for the software in the category ‘Workflow 
Technologies’. The award was presented to Mutoh 
by the European Digital Press Association during a 
video conference.

‘We are very proud to receive this prestigious 
and very valuable technical award for our new 
VerteLith™ RIP software on behalf of our Japanese 
development team,’ said Stephan Heintjens, Mutoh 
Europe’s Product Marketing and  
Product Application Manager.

‘The EDP awards represent a strong point of 
reference for decision makers in the digital print 
industry. For Mutoh it is a token of recognition and 
acknowledgement of our ongoing commitment 
to bring high quality, added value and innovation 
in our products. Our VerteLith™ software enables 
Mutoh printer owners to get the best from 
their Mutoh printer and allows them to manage 
the entire print environment better and more 
efficiently from one central backbone software,’ 
Heintjens concluded.

The VerteLith™ RIP integrates halftone screening 
technology specifically developed for inkjet, called 
‘Clear Tone’. This Mutoh proprietary technology will 

allow users to seamlessly produce the best possible 
gradients and skin tones.

To avoid waste, the software includes powerful 
preview functionality, supporting soft proofing and 
on-screen RIP previewing of the actual printed dots 
before printing.

VerteLith™ can also auto-generate white and/
or varnish layers based on a selection of 
presets, allowing the user to perform the ink-
cost calculation prior to printing. Output can 
be perfectly prepared for the next step in the 
production process via the finishing toolset, 
allowing flexible tiling, crop marks and grommets.

For businesses who already invested in a RIP 
solution, VerteLith™ can be installed in ‘Pass 
Through’ mode, leaving intact the existing workflow 
and adding extra functionality.

www.mutoh.eu

INX Showcases Digital Inks At 
Convention

TRIANGLE® brand HFB UV Curable digital inks is a 
flexible, fast curing and high chemical resistance 
type of alternative ink. It offers the utmost in 
reliability while reducing chipping and peeling, and 
outperforms OEM inks by a wide margin in many 
comparable categories.

HFB also provides immediate savings to those with 
HP Scitex industrial printers since it is optimised for 
the FB500, FB550, FB700, FB750, FB900 and FB950 
series models.

HFB continue to make a highly favourable 
impression in the marketplace. With a track record 
of outstanding performance, sign makers using 
HFB are experiencing significant benefits and cost 
savings advantages.

‘There are many benefits to HFB but the major one 
for most people is how much money it saves them. 
The average cost savings compared to OEM inks is 
36%, and that’s in addition to a 15% reduction in 
ink usage,’ said Evan Lyons, Western Regional Sales 
Manager for INX.

Lyons said there are more advantages by running 
this premium ink. He indicated sign makers who 
use HFB are experiencing excellent adhesion on 
a wide range of digital graphic media. Since it is 
formulated to reach GRACoL standards and G7 
targets, the ink’s flexibility limits chipping when 
used with three common types of outdoor signage: 
rigid Coroplast, Dibond and Sintra, and is trimmed 
with industrial cutters. HFB is also sustainable as 
the eco-friendly, bag-in-box packaging limits waste. 
INX showcased these products at the FASTSIGNS® 
International Convention, held February 10-11 in 
Texas.

www.inxinternational.com

Metamark Vinyl Used To Create 
Eye-Catching Vehicle Wrap

Vinyl Signs Whitby created a striking vehicle wrap 
for Dennis Crooks. Rob Lamerton from Vinyl Signs 
Whitby suggested a construction comprising 
coloured self-adhesive vinyl, digital print and use 
of a speciality material to define the mirror-like 
scales to his customer and the job was given the 
go-ahead.

Metamark M7 SignVinyl was used for the lettering 
elements. The digital print was provisioned on 
Metamark MD5 and the cut and applied mirror-like 
scales were made from Metamark Silver Polish.

The supplied job required a lot of manual 
application skills and attention to small details, all 
readily available at Vinyl Signs Whitby. The finished 
result works with the long established livery design 
but gives it a flash of colour and light that refreshes 
it and makes it look new. It is a really brilliant result 
and makes great use of a material that is little 
known outside experienced circles.

www.sytech.co.za
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Midcomp has announced the launch of three new HP PageWide XL Pro models, including the HP PageWide XL 
Pro 10000, 101.6cm printer, as well as the 5200 and 8200 models. HP is also celebrating 30 years of HP DesignJet 
innovation. The new HP DesignJet Z6 Pro and Z9+ Pro deliver best-ever professional photo quality for all photographic, 
fine art and map printing requirements.

MIDCOMP ANNOUNCES
HP PAGEWIDE XL PRO SERIES AND 

HP DESIGNJET Z PRO SERIES
BY MIDCOMP

The new HP PageWide XL Pro models help boost productivity with fast printing 
up to 700sqm or 1000 B1 posters per hour (the number of pages will vary 
depending on the print mode and application printed). Users can consolidate 
the capacity of the fleet into a single device that can efficiently print different 
sizes and output is ready for finishing or delivery right away, with instant-dry 
prints on compatible substrates. The printer will allow users to take their 
business to the next level.

The PageWide XL Pro series also features end-to-end cut-sheet workflow with 
the HP large format auto sheet feeder and versatile high capacity stacker. It also 
has a workflow to allow users to print two-sided on cut-sheet. It uses a variety 
of types and sizes of paper, cardstock, and boards, from A2 up to B1, and can 
print on rigid stock of up to 10mm in thickness.

HP PageWide XL Pro Series

With the XL Pro 10000, XL Pro 5200 and Pro 8200 (101.6cm) printers, users can 

expand into new short-term applications with instant printing; respond faster 
to customer demands and expand their offering by printing board applications. 
The printer also helps to increase revenues and cut costs, whilst helping boost 
profits with a compelling end-to-end solution.

HP DesignJet Z Pro Series

The HP DesignJet Z9+ Pro printer is a perfect fit for professional printers in  
the photographic and fine art segment and it delivers true life-like, vibrant 
images with up to 250 years of fade resistance as measured by Wilhelm  
Imaging Institute. The HP DesignJet Z9+ Pro is the perfect choice for 
Photographic shops looking for a professional photo quality printer. 
Users can create their own ICC profiles for their print jobs and achieve 
quality prints with consistent and vibrant colour accuracy. Embedded in the 
HP DesignJet Z9+ Pro printer is an i1 spectrophotometer from X-Rite. Close 
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collaboration between HP and X-Rite ensures customers get a reliable, easy to 
use colour profiling solution that has been thoroughly tested to align with their 
customer needs. Photographers also have the option to include the HP Gloss 
Enhancer Upgrade Kit to produce superior gloss uniformity for demanding 
photographic needs.

HP is offering print service providers (PSPs) and Geographic Information System 
(GIS) analysts the latest solutions to produce professional photo-quality prints 
and high precision GIS-generated maps. The DesignJet Z6 Pro is positioned at 
PSPs looking for quality prints to address their wide spectrum of customers 
requiring posters, photographs, GIS maps and many other segments. It is the 
world’s most secure large format printer, promising the best data protection 
through encrypted communications and Access Control List (based on a 
comparison of published security specifications commissioned by HP and 
performed by Sogeti in January 2021).

Both the DesignJet Z6 Pro and Z9+ Pro also feature enhanced efficiency with the 
fastest media handling, spindle-less and automatic roll feed. For the first time, 
the new HP DesignJet Z Pro printer series also incorporates HP PrintOS, Service 
Centre application. This smart cloud-based solution gives users a real-time view 
of all ongoing print work and is accessible anytime and anywhere.

Other HP products available from Midcomp: 

HP Latex R Series 

With the HP Latex R printer series, users can transform any rigid or flexible 
substrate with amazing colours. The new vibrant HP Latex colour gamut on rigid 
also allows users to transform new substrates to set themselves apart from 
the competition. Whites that fade to yellow are becoming a thing of the past 
with white HP Latex Ink, an industry breakthrough. The series allows users to 
transform their business, all while adding value to new applications. 

Advantages: 

• Achieve amazing colours and great media look and feel.
• Help increase profitability with higher value rigid and flexible applications 

with vibrant HP Latex gamut.  
• Gain versatility with HP Latex Ink, from indoor/outdoor signage to 

thermoforming and high-quality decoration. Win more jobs with UL 
ECOLOGO® Certified water-based HP Latex Inks that produce odourless 
prints.

• Expand your portfolio into a wide range of applications with the glossiest 
white that resists yellowing.

• There is no waste between white jobs with removable HP Thermal Inkjet 
printheads stored in offline rotating chamber. The printer ensures users 
are always ready to print white because automatic recirculation and 
printhead cleaning eliminate manual purging.

• Increase your productivity with smart printing.
• Meet production peaks by getting high-speed quality up to 28 outdoor 

boards/hour with the belt system and smart vacuum. 

Users can drive high productivity with multi-board printing, assisted loading and 
advanced queuing and maximise uptime with automatic maintenance and smart 
service tools for fast diagnosis and issue resolution. HP PrintOS software tools 
help maintain control of production and costs. 

HP Stitch S1000
 
The highly versatile new HP Stitch S1000 gives users the option to print directly 
to fabric or on to transfer paper, simplifying workflows without compromising 
on results, while native 1200dpi printheads deliver work of the highest quality 
together with deep blacks and vivid colours.

The latest addition to the HP Stitch portfolio will help print service providers 
(PSPs) diversify their soft signage and interior décor offerings as well as meet 
more challenging customer needs. Whether users are delivering jobs in a 
tight timeframe or printing large volumes during peak periods, they can meet 
deadlines easily with a productive printer that enables high quality at fast 
speeds even when left unattended.

They can also save time with easy operation. Working with an industrial dye-
sublimation printer doesn’t have to be complex. Easily load both transfer and 
textile rolls in 40% less time, get consistent colours across the fleet and control 
print operations virtually anytime, anywhere with HP PrintOS.

HP Latex 700W/800W range 

The HP Latex 700W and 800W series brings a suite of features that enable 
PSPs to be more agile, tackle ambitious projects and take on the highest value 
work. The new portfolio also delivers fast workflows that help businesses hit 
deadlines, while sharpening their sustainability edge.

'The HP 700W and 800W are what the market has been waiting for. Up until 
now, white ink on small to medium format printers has only been available 
in solvent and UV ink machines. With many clients looking at environmental 
friendliness, their carbon neutral footprint and overall sustainability of the 
earth, white Latex inks have been the missing piece in the HP jigsaw puzzle. The 
new white ink, in conjunction with the new HP inks that come with the 700W 
and 800W, are the 4th generation of HP Latex inks,' said Darryl Braithwaite, 
Sales at Midcomp.

'Apart from being more environmentally-friendly than the previous generation 
of inks, the new 4th generation of inks will now cure at lower temperatures 
than the previous inks. This can benefit clients in the following ways: heat 
sensitive media that was problematic on previous models of machines because 
of heat needed to cure the inks are now not as much of a hindrance as curing 
temperatures can be brought down due to new and improved inks and 
therefore cause less problems with regards to media warping and cockling. 
Clients will also use less power and energy to cure prints, therefore saving the 
client money on electricity costs, and also having a less harmful impact on the 
environment due to less power being needed.'
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HP LATEX 700W & 800W
with white ink • cutter optional

All prices are excl. VAT • While stocks last • Ts & Cs apply

HP LATEX 335
Print & Cut

HP STITCH S500
Dye-Sub Printer

Book an online or on-site demo!

Book an online or on-site demo!

Place an order now!
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'When white is not being printed, the white heads are stored in a rotating 
chamber within the machine, and this allows for the heads to last longer, white 
ink not to be wasted when the machine is not printing white and also preserves 
the lifespan of the maintenance cartridge. The circulation within the 700W and 
800W is also of a world class standard, and this allows for white printing to 
happen on demand without much ink having to be purged and also minimises 
waste. The 700W and 800W allow for bright and vivid colours whether you are 
printing onto a white or a clear media, as the density of white can be set to 
match the client's preferences, and also allows for double sided printing.'

HP Stitch S500

The S500 allows users to print with confidence. This all-in-one solution can 

successfully print on both paper and direct to fabric. The printer is renowned 
for its ability to print vibrant colours onto sports apparel, namely rugby, football 
or cycling jerseys, and other apparel of an athletic nature, as well as gazebos 
and display banners. Enjoy reliable, unattended printing and keep production 
running smoothly even when unattended or overnight and experience reliable 
image quality and consistent colours across the fleet. 

With symmetrical 2 x CMYK printhead configuration and Optical Media Advance 
Sensor, this printer allows for saturated and reliable one pass mode for true 
top speed. Optimise uptime with easy maintenance, save time and money with 
user-replaceable printheads and reduce manual interventions with automatic 
maintenance. Simplify and control print operations with HP Service and HP 
PrintOS.

Midcomp Pay Per Use (PPU) Programme

PPU is a comprehensive and customised programme, created by Midcomp, that 
ensures users pay a fixed ‘per square metre’ charge for the square metres they 
print. 

'The PPU programme for any HP machine is the future of print,' said Braithwaite. 
'It takes out all the guess work as all costs of the running and maintenance 
of the printer are covered, and it also doesn’t allow for any nasty surprises. 
The customer will pay a set rate that will be pre-determined by Midcomp, 
depending on the machine used, and the amount paid by the client to Midcomp 
will allow for the supply of all the inks, heads, maintenance cartridges and all 
other consumables that the machine requires. It also covers all technical costs.'

'For any parts on the machine that have become damaged or degraded over 
time due to wear and tear, the PPU will cover the technician coming out to the 
client, the replacement of said spare parts as well as the labour costs of the 
technician while he repairs and replaces. So basically, everything is covered from 
a point of the running costs of the machine. With that in mind, the client has 
peace of mind and now can easily cost any print jobs within a matter of minutes 
as the running costs of the machine are known and fixed. All the client has to do 
is add the cost of the media being printed on to, and they then have a complete 
cost of what they need to do.'

 
Here's what a few of Midcomp's customers have to say: 

‘In the print industry, sometimes calculating the costs can be difficult, as 
sometimes you can get a print that is filled with ink, and sometimes there 
is hardly any ink used. But the PPU programme has made it simple for us to 
accurately work out costs.’ 

'The biggest benefit (of the PPU system) will come when our machine needs to 
have its service maintenance intervals, as these are expensive. With PPU, these 
service maintenance kits are included in the square metre cost. This avoids large 
amounts of cash outlays, as you never know what situation you will be in. Cost 
per square metre is cheaper on the PPU than my cost per square metre on my 
previous generation or printers.’

‘A PPU model gives you peace of mind because you have a fixed cost and you 
know what you are in for. You know the machines’ Delta E and Lab values are 
always going to be within specification, and it’s a fixed variable moving forward.'

‘The unique PPU option that we took when we bought the printer gives you 
such peace of mind that you do not have to worry about ink, service charges, 
repairs and parts.’

The PPU programme has also benefited Centrepiece Printing Solution (CPS). 
Because it helps with production, there are no delays when consumables are 
required for the machines, and it is more convenient since a user only pays for 
what they use. ‘There is no need to expend a lot of capital before production 
starts, in order to receive all your consumables.’

Mohammed Sheth, director at Navii

JP Pretorius, owner, Print Corp

CPS owner, Jannie Myburgh

Mathew Wilkinson, director at Mint Wrapworks

Orlando de Abreu, Amrod

Sustainability Matters

Midcomp and HP are committed to recycling materials and transforming them 
into new products to avoid unnecessary waste in landfills. You can return your HP 
cartridges at any Midcomp office nationwide to be part of a sustainable solution 
and a circular economy.

BOOK AN ONLINE OR ON-SITE DEMONSTRATION 
AVAILABLE NATIONWIDE.
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32B Monteer Road, Isando, Johannesburg
011 392 1200 | jetsales@falconsa.com

ARRIVAL
HT-PRO-1WV

Economical Grade Self 
Adhesive Vinyl with Clear 
HT-PRO-100G

Self-Adhesive Vinyl
With Clear Adhesive.
HT-PRO-200G

RANGE

WWW.FALCONSA.COMFilm: 75micron glossy PVC - Clear permanent adhesive

Transparent 
Self-Adhesive Vinyl
HT-PRO-301

Matte Lamination
Film
HT-PRO-309M

Branches in Johannesburg, Cape Town and Bloemfontein | www.jgelectronics.com
Head O�ce (JHB) +27 11 789 6033 | (CT) +27 21 511 0134 | (BLOEM) +27 51 430 1554 | WhatsApp: 063 753 3532 | sign@jge.co.za
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It comes standard with a high quality A4 Sawgrass™ SG500 
printer (an A3 printer option is also available as an upgrade) 
coupled with a multifunction combination Mug, Flat, Cap & 
Plate press, otherwise known as our Press 2020 8 in 1, heat tape, 
USA Te�on, A4 Nomex Pad, Digital timer and consumables. 

2 Year warranty on heat press and Sublimation printer. 
(terms and conditions apply) 

D
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The 38 x 38cm bed size makes it perfect for all flat 
sublimation transfers and the various attachments 
expand your printing range enormously.

Muggit™ 3C Basic
Muggit™ 3C Basic
Muggit™ 3C Basic
Muggit™ 3C Basic

Is your metal drinkware FOOD SAFE? 
Are you sure? Better check, if you 
don’t want to be sued for making 
your customer sick. Picture on the 
left shows a supposed food safe 
metal hip �ask with water left in it 
for 3 days pouring out. Would you 
want to drink this?

BEWARE METAL 
DRINKWARE.
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KEY ASPECTS
TO LARGE FORMAT SUSTAINABLE PRINTING

BY SWISSQPRINT 

Purchasers of large format printer systems focus mainly on aspects such as productivity, possible applications or investment and profitability levels. However, 
sustainability is gaining ground as a criterion – not only due to corporate values, but also because it is increasingly seen as a social and political requirement. The 
good news is that anyone who makes careful use of resources will also save money. These are key aspects to consider.

Avoid pollutants

The ink and curing system determines whether more or less emissions occur. 
When selecting the inks, it pays to avoid solvent-based systems. This eliminates 
the need for ventilation systems that entail additional investment and operating 
costs. Emissions can be kept to defined limits by using low-pollutant or certified 
inks, such as Greenguard. In return, this opens up a wide range of applications 
because the print products can also be used in sensitive environments.

Systems with LED lamps offer more advantages for UV printing than mercury 
vapour lamps, which have to be disposed of as hazardous waste because of their 
composition. They also have shorter service lives than LED lamps, so operating 
costs are higher.

Use energy efficiently

Large format printers are operated with electricity. And electricity should be 
used as efficiently as possible. ISO 20690:2018 sets standards here. The energy 
balance of systems that use heat for curing is relatively poor. The example of 
UV printing shows that LED systems also perform very well here as their power 
demand is low and they give off almost no heat. Room air conditioning and 
heat-sensitive media are the keywords. Another factor is that – unlike mercury 
vapour lamps – LED lamps do not have a warm-up phase and they are only 
switched on when they are used for curing.

As well as drive systems, computers and monitors, significant power consumers 
also include vacuum pumps. They are used to hold the media down securely in 
flatbed and hybrid printing. Their consumption is high when they are running 

continuously at high speed. Underpressure-controlled vacuum systems reduce 
their speed as soon as the required underpressure has been reached. As well as 
saving energy, this feature minimises noise pollution.

Use machines with long service lives

Manufacturing a printer leaves an ecological footprint behind due to the 
materials built into the machine and the energy used for transport and 
production. All these activities generate emissions. The longer the machine 
is operated, the more this impact will be offset, and the same applies to the 
investment costs.

Opt for low-maintenance equipment

CO2 emissions are also influenced by the frequency of service calls and 
consumable parts that need replacing. Reliable, low-maintenance machines 
keep emissions down because travel, transport and the consumption of 
resources are minimised. And this has a side effect in terms of business 
management as users can plan and calculate downtimes and costs.

When purchasing a new large format printer, it pays to give consideration to the 
sustainability aspect, at multiple levels. Last but not least, an active contribution 
to environmental protection is also good for a business’s image and can be 
marketed to consumers.

www.sign-tronic.co.za
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HOW 
MOUNTING 
ADHESIVES

ADD VALUE 
TO PRINT 
BUSINESSES

The construction of a mounting adhesive consists of two layers of adhesive separated by a carrier film and protected 
by a release liner. Most mounting films used in digital imaging use pressure-sensitive adhesive, but there are also 
some heat-activated versions available to the market.

Mounting adhesives, sometimes referred to as double-sided adhesives or 
double-sided mount film, were used extensively in the early days of digital 
imaging but their use has waned as the availability of speciality adhesive-backed 
media has increased.

However, this practice is by no means obsolete, with mounting adhesives still 
having plenty to offer the modern-day print business due to the fact they can be 
used across a wide range of applications.

Most mounting films are self-wound, meaning they come with one release liner 
leaving one side of the adhesive exposed as it winds off the roll, while some 
products come with two protective liners.

Going back around to the main point, in these modern days of speciality 
adhesive-backed media, why would you need a double-sided mounting 
film? Simply put, it offers an excellent solution for a wide range of jobs and 
application work.

First off, mounting adhesives allow for double-sided printing on the front and 
back of media, which opens up the use of a product in a number of areas and 
offers a tremendous amount of flexibility to the user.

Mounting adhesives also allow the printer to address various needs for 
permanent, removable and repositionable applications for work such as wall 
and window graphics, again increasing the overall level of flexibility for the user 
and allowing them to take on all sorts of work.

Focusing on application types, mounting adhesives allow users to make their 
own decals out of any type of media. This is especially beneficial when you need 
to address fast turnaround work or produce a job quickly and may not have any 
adhesive-backed media to hand. It also lets you use existing media that you may 
have in stock, especially for short runs, saving both time and money.

Similarly, flexibility can also be seen when working with photographic film and 
papers that are liquid processed, which in turn means an adhesive-backed 
version is not practical, leaving mounting adhesives as the ideal choice.

Offset printers also understand that they can create print jobs faster and 
cheaper on the press and then apply the adhesive rather than print directly to 
adhesive-backed media. As such, this technique allows them to win more jobs.

Finally, it is important to consider customer preference. Some end-users have 
certain media that is specified for a print job and may not be available in an 
adhesive-backed version, so it may be that your only option is to use mounting 
adhesives to complete the job at hand.

The bottom line is that mounting adhesives can help save money, solve 
speciality needs, and, most importantly, enhance the creative process of 
building digitally printed graphics. 

www.midcomp.co.za

BY JERRY HILL, VICE PRESIDENT OF SALES AT DRYTAC
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THREE KEY 
TRENDS
IN UV LED PRINTING 
TECHNOLOGY
BY MARK SOLLMAN, MIMAKI EUROPE

There is a world of opportunities with UV LED that not 
only help print businesses to remain competitive and 
explore new revenue streams, but also to keep in step 
with the driving forces in the UV market.

The way we live, work and engage with the world around us is being significantly 
reshaped by the global pandemic. From a print industry perspective, the 
versatility of UV LED technology gives print service providers an edge when it 
comes to being ready for the demands of the day.

UV LED is having a particularly strong impact on the sign graphics market, with 
adoption on the rise. The technology is ideally suited to many of the demands of 
a post-pandemic print industry.

Trends

Diversifying into new markets

The compatibility of UV LED is much wider than other ink technologies. The 
versatility of UV technology opens the doors to a world of new applications and 
markets, including high value areas where white and clear ink are advantageous. 
There are printers available that allow users to print directly onto a wide range 
of media such as acrylic, metal, glass and even leather, so the opportunities are 
boundless.

Delivering in an on-demand world

The pandemic has undoubtedly accelerated our desire for instant gratification 
and that is having a significant impact on the printing industry. Printing 
technology is now available that provides businesses with a dramatic leap in 
productivity that helps them meet and exceed expectations of immediacy.

Working towards a greener future

Making businesses, products and supply chains more sustainable is a huge focus 
as we work towards tackling the climate crisis. UV LED emits fewer volatile 
organic compounds, cuts down on power consumption and reduces waste, and 
with no warm-up time, you are reducing time and energy usage between jobs. 
A technology like UV LED, with so many business advantages, that also provides 
a more environmentally friendly alternative, is a great tool to have at your 
disposal as meeting sustainability targets becomes an increasing focus upstream 
and downstream. www.gsw.co.za
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Technologies such as touchscreen kiosks, promotional screens, gondola ends, department-specific screened content, 
non-touch tech, heat mapping via CCTV (digital), and shelf-edge labelling all integrate to track the movement 
of people in-store, relay data on stock availability and engage with customers about price promotions, product 
information and time-specific information.

They do this while at the same time integrating with internal systems to oversee 
stock management and merchandising requirements and, in so doing, create 
the endless aisle all via digital signage technology.

Retailers have been through a tumultuous time and have both struggled and 
boomed, depending on the retail sector and what side of the digital divide they 
were on. Customers have, however, returned to brick-and-mortar stores and 
more retailers are using retail technology to create human connections and 
interactions, with integrated retail being a key trend for 2022.

‘Understanding the relationship between humanity and technology is key to 
retailers who embrace and responsibly develop retail technologies, which take 
customers on a journey that enhances their experience and speaks to them 
directly. Technology should not be used as a crutch, but rather to empower the 
creation of an experiential retail encounter,’ said Chris Day, Managing Director 
of Moving Tactics.

Technological Immersive Experiences Reinforce Brand Visibility

Technology is currently being employed to integrate and cross merchandise 
throughout the retail and product spectrum, from cosmetics and clothing to 
pharmacy, coffee, mobile and liquor, creating a cohesive and consistent shopper 
experience.

Considered one the fastest growing retail sectors, athleisure, the athletic leisure 
market, has exploded as a result of Covid as consumers continue to spend time 
at home working and exercising. Athleisure brands have flourished as sneakers, 
loungewear, leggings and sweatpants have become essential pieces of the new 
professional wardrobe.

Athleisure brands are prime digital initiators of the retail integration process 
with products that are sought after by a younger audience, like millennials, 
that want to relate to the brand’s narrative. Customers want to know the story 
behind the product, its provenance, its sustainability, origin and impact on 
the environment, the technology used and what makes it stand out. This is 

especially relevant to athleisure footwear and high-end sneakers. In-store digital 
signage, non-touch technologies and interactive experiences provide consumers 
with the content required whilst solidifying the personal relatability to the 
brand.

Technological Immersive Experiences Reinforce Brand Visibility

‘Through RFID tagging and motion sensors, in-store consumers can access 
product-specific information and then, via QR code, take the information home 
on their phones. The technical specifications of these products can be very 
detailed and not all in-store salespeople have the knowledge at hand, so using 
in-store screens for this purpose works well,’ explained Day.

Brands communicating a more meaningful message through their in-store 
brand identity are considered genuine, transparent and authentic. So, as more 
competitors enter the athleisure market, providing unique experiences and 
expressing the brand’s values is key to attracting and deepening the relationship 
with its audience.

Over 50% of consumers say that the overall enjoyment of their detail experience 
is important in their decision to buy a product or service, and among the 
reasons people are loyal to a brand, while 27% claim it’s about the quality of the 
shopping experience.

Day added, ‘In-store immersive experiences such as ‘test and play’ areas, shoe 
customisation and foot sizing can all provide data about the consumer to offer 
a more personalised customer-centric service that includes specific product 
information and tailored experiences in-store for returning customers.’

Adding immersive activities in-store reinforces the brand’s visibility online, 
keeping the community busy with likes, comments and shares around its 
identity, while also attracting new audiences.

www.movingtactics.co.za

IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES 
REINFORCE BRAND VISIBILITY

IN RETAIL
BY MOVINGTACTICS
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SIGN AFRICA 
BLOEMFONTEIN 
EXPO
HAILED A SUCCESS

The successful Sign Africa Bloemfontein expo, held 
on 10 February at Ilanga Estate, attracted 410 visitors 
from around Christiana, Welkom, Kimberley, Kuruman, 
Postmasburg, Ladybrand, Klerksdorp and Aliwal North, 
as well as Maseru (Lesotho), Harare (Zimbabwe) and 
Nairobi (Kenya).

BY MATTHEW WOOD

The event was well received by visitors and exhibitors alike. The event was 
sponsored by Platinum sponsors Roland DG South Africa and Stixo Signage 
Supplies.

Visitors were inspired by the latest technologies and trends in wide format 
digital printing, T-shirt printing, finishing, point of sale displays, signage, 
banners, flags, vehicle graphics, LED’s, laser engraving and more.

Exhibitors had positive feedback about the event:

‘This expo was excellent, all the right people attended in the signage and 
print industry, and we made great contacts. I will definitely exhibit at the next 
Bloemfontein expo and look forward to the ones in Durban, Cape Town and 
Johannesburg later this year,’ said Aron Mudau, Curv Signage Systems.

‘It has been a busy day and was busier than I anticipated. It’s good to see the 
industry getting together at expos and moving in the right direction,’ said Dov 
Meyers, Chemosol

‘We had an extremely busy show and the visitor quality was exceptional. Most 
of our contacts made are from new companies we have met from this region,’ 
said Rakesh Rosen, Midcomp

‘It’s been a very busy expo. Clearly people are extremely eager to see products 
and interact at expos again after Covid. We have made great contacts to follow 

up with and were very pleasantly surprised about the number of people from 
Lesotho that attended,’ said Richard Bell, Intamarket.
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Judges visited each stand at the expo and judged the stands according to criteria 
based on design, staff friendliness and professionalism. The results are as 
follows:

Sign Africa Best Small Stand
Winner: MaxLaser
Runner-up: Graphix Supply World

Sign Africa Medium Stand
Winner tie: HFS/Roland DG South Africa and Roland DG South Africa Speedwrap
Runner-up: Chemosol

Sign Africa Best Large Stand
Winner: Stixo Signage Supplies
Runner-up: Allrich

Best Africa Print Small Stand
Winner: Midcomp
Runner-up: Printing SA

Speedwrap Contenders Test Their Skills 

Jacob Mathule from Sante Printing scored the highest number of points (39/50) 
during the Bloemfontein Roland Speedwrap Challenge, held on 10 February 
at Ilanga Estate. He won R500. Contestants had to race against the clock to 
wrap a vehicle door to the best standards. This event was brought to visitors 
by Platinum sponsor Roland, vinyl sponsors Grafiwrap (distributed by Maizey 
Plastics) and show sponsor Sign Africa. .

www.signafricaexpo.com

DURBAN

16-17 MARCH 2022

Berlin
31.05.-03.06.22
Hall 1.2
Booth B25
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TO EFFECTIVELY 
HANDLE ANGRY 
CUSTOMERS 

STEPS

BY JOHN TSCHOHL, THE SERVICE QUALITY INSTITUTE

Customers' patronage, and their money, become even 
more important when you realise that it will cost you 
10 times more to attract new customers than it will to 
retain current customers. 

For example, if 50 customers leave you because you didn’t satisfy their 
complaints,  it would have cost you around R774 ($50) each for a total of 
R38,706 ($2500). Now you have to spend R154,826 ($10,000) or more in 
advertising to attract customers who will replace those you have lost. You are 
backsliding in the number of customers who do business with you and you are 
affecting your future revenue.
 
Business owners and employees face a special challenge when it comes to 
dealing with customers who are unhappy with your service, your products, your 
lack of attention, or a myriad of other things. How you handle those customers 
can have a direct impact on your business. If you don’t handle them well, 
customers will leave you, and take their money with them.

It is imperative that employers train employees to deal with irate customers. 
When confronted by complaining customers, employees must exhibit what I 
call the four Cs:
 
• Compassion.
• Calmness.
• Confidence.
• Competence.
 
Employees must also take these steps:
 
Listen carefully. Let customers tell their stories and make eye contact as they 
do so. Pay attention to what they have to say. Sometimes that is all an irate 
customer really wants: someone to express an interest in what they have 
experienced and what they need.

Put yourself in the customer’s place. Be empathetic. How would you feel if you 
had experienced a similar problem? When you put yourself in the customer’s 
shoes you can better understand their state of mind, what they might be willing 

to accept, and what you can do to turn the entire encounter around.
Ask questions. When you do this, it lets customers know that you care about 
them and their problems. Asking questions creates a dialogue that you can build 
on. Questions should be open-ended, not those that can be answered with 
a simple 'yes' or 'no'. This has a calming effect on customers and reduces the 
chance of the situation escalating. (As a side note, this also works when you are 
dealing with an unhappy boss, coworker, spouse, family member, or friend.)

Suggest alternatives. As you are asking questions, you can begin to formulate 
suggestions that will address the customer’s concerns. If the customer rejects 
a suggestion, don’t defend it. Instead, offer other steps you can take to remedy 
the situation. This gives customers a choice and lets them now that you 
sincerely care about their problems.

Apologise. Say you’re sorry. Own the problem, even if you weren’t directly 
responsible for it. This puts you in a good position to act in a manner that 
customers will perceive to be in their best interest. Saying, 'I’m sorry,' carries a 
lot of weight in a difficult situation because it illustrates your ownership of the 
problem and will help you to move past the emotion of the moment and on to 
practical solutions.

Solve the problem. Use everything you have learned during your conversation 
with the customer to solve the problem quickly and efficiently. At this point, 
you want to see the situation resolved as much, if not more, than the customer 
does.
   
Once you have solved the customer’s problem, it’s time to take care of yourself. 
Dealing with irate customers is stressful. Decompress by taking a break or going 
for a short walk to clear your head. Then congratulate yourself for a job well 
done!

John Tschohl is a professional speaker, trainer, and consultant. He is the 
President and founder of Service Quality Institute with operations in over 40 
countries. He is considered to be one of the foremost authorities on service 
strategy, success, empowerment and customer service. 

www.customer-service.com
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NEWS
Printing SA Outlining Printing And Packaging Membership Benefits At Sign 
Africa Durban Expo

Printing SA will educate visitors about their 
member benefits and services at the Sign Africa 
Durban Expo, taking place 16-17 March 2022 at the 
Durban ICC.

Printing SA represent the interests of the printing, 
packaging, branding, creative design, marketing 
and communications industries. They ensure the 
industry is sustainable and that all stakeholders 
and, in particular, its members prosper.

Visitors will have the opportunity to speak to 
representatives to find out about their member 
benefits, such as: human resources consultancy 
services; industrial relations consultancy services; 
B-BBEE advisory and consultancy services; 
commercial, technical and legal expertise; industry 
representation and training.

The new Printing SA member benefits include:

1. Print, packaging, signage and visual 
communications medical cover: Agility and 
Health Squared have partnered with Printing SA to 
bring you a one of a kind medical offering for you 
and your staff that is specifically tailored for the 
industry.

2. Productivity SA: The Competitiveness 
Improvement Services Programme is aimed at 
improving the competitiveness in the South 
African print, packaging, signage and visual 

communications industry as it has to compete 
against international competitors in the 
international and domestic markets. It is an 
investment cost-sharing grant for local entities.

3. SASFIN Finance: Printing SA Associate member 
SASFIN provides a comprehensive range of 
specialist financial products and services for 
Business and Wealth clients including equipment 
finance, forex and guarantees and funding to these 

entrepreneur groups and companies.

4. Members’ Portal: Members now have exclusive 
access to a host of great online tools from industry 
research, tenders, RFP’s/Q’s, marketing material, 
templates and so much more.

Sign Africa Durban is sponsored by Roland and  
Stixo and entrance on 16-17 March from 9am-5pm 
is free. 

Celebrating
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Post or view free online classifieds for the signage and display industry at www.SignAfrica.com/buyandsell
and post your availability and job openings on www.SignAfrica.com/jobs

CLASSIFIEDS-BUY & SELL-JOBS
FOR SALE

 

ROLAND VERSACAMM  
SP 300I  1 MAR 
R95,000. Large format printer and 
cutter. Excellent condition. Reason 
for selling: machine is not being 
used anymore. 
Shivvon Kachelhoffer +27 83 612 
0320 
Witbank

FOUR STATION SCREEN 
PRINTER  1 MAR 
R45,000 neg. The PWK 4 can print 
up to four T-shirts at a time. It can 
also be purchased with or without 
a built-in flash drying unit. Sold as 
a four colour machine but can be 
upgraded to print more colours as 
required. Includes: four screens, 
four adjustable tables, one flash 
drying unit, one emulsion scoop and 
one flash drying glass.
Sharlene Pienaar +27 84 422 1752 
Polokwane

ROLAND LEC-540  1 MAR 
Semi flatbed print and cut UV 
printer. We are the first owners. 
Printer has only run original Roland 
inks. Current cartridge set-up: CYMK 
+ Clear and Clear. R175,000 incl VAT. 
Reinhard Duvenage +27 83 306 7329 
Edenvale

GUILLOTINE SHEAR  1 MAR 
Second hand. 1000mm. Rarely used. 
Length of bed: 1000mm. Maximum 
thickness: 1.5mm mild steel.
R5,750.
Sharlene Pienaar +27 84 422 1752 
Polokwane

1.6M LAMINATOR  28 FEB 
R18,500. Good working condition.
Krish +27 82 654 0100 
Johannesburg

UV FLATBED PRINTER  28 FEB
YD-F2513R5 Ricoh Gen5 UV flatbed 
printer. CMYK + W. 2500 x 1300mm 
print size. Delivers brilliant colours 
and high print resolution of 600 x 
2400dpi. R380,000.
Oscar Wessels +27 83 444 4354 
Bellville

MACHINERY CLEAR-OUT  28 FEB
Mimaki JV33-160 dye sub printer 
with bulk system. Needs new head 
and new lines. Roland RT-640 Texart 
dye sub printer with bulk system. 
Needs new head and new lines. 
Addtop 3.2m wide PVC or dye sub 
paper transfer printer with bulk 

system. Needs two DX5 heads and 
lines. Reasonable offers will be 
considered.
Simon +27 83 394 7686
Port Elizabeth

ROLAND GX24  24 FEB 
R10,000. Good second hand 
machine. Still working well with an 
optical eye for printing crop marks.
Tony Hartzenberg +27 73 936 3643 
Cape Town

PRINTING COMPANY  23 FEB 
R550,000. Operational printing and 
PPE supplier company for sale.
Tebogo +27 73 892 2330 
Fourways

TITANJET UV FLATBED 
PRINTER  22 FEB 
R180,000. Flatbed (1.5 x 1.2). Up 
to 100mm print media thickness. 
Toshiba printhead. Less than five 
years' old.
Pieter Wolmarans +27 83 458 8001
George

CNC ROUTER/CUTTER  22 FEB 
R110,000. CJD-1530. 1520mm x 
3050mm x 50mm. 6KW HSD Italian 
spindle, lubrication system, mist 
cooling system, DSP Control board 
and 7.5KW Chinese vacuum pump. 
Excellent condition.
Krish Chetty +27 82 654 0100 
Cleveland

ROLAND JS 1045  21 FEB 
R70,000. 
Michael Brito +27 84 596 9696 
Port Elizabeth

OPERATIONAL PRINT AND  
SIGN COMPANY  21 FEB 
R220,000. Owner-run print and 
sign business with equipment. 
Independent installers used, no staff 
costs.
Includes HP L110 (no harmful 
chemicals), two auto vinyl cutters; 
two computers; two mounting 
tables; one large working table, heat 
press, stock and smalls.
Dawn +27 79 718 9107 
Randburg 

MIMAKI UCJV150-160  
PRINTER  15 FEB 
R180,000. Mimaki printer plus ghost 
printer.
Terry Walsh +27 82 452 8727 
Boksburg

REFURBISHED ROLAND  
VS640  14 FEB 
Print and cut. R160,000 ex VAT. 

Comes with a take up unit. Great 
condition. Printer was refurbished 
with new printhead by agents. Only 
original toners and spares used in 
machine. Printer was only worked 
on and serviced by TDS Roland and 
agents can confirm.
Danny McIntosh +27 82 324 1795
Pretoria

MIMAKI CG130 FX 2 CUTTER  9 FEB
R42,500. Excellent condition, as 
new.
Daan Nel +27 12 548 7890 
Pretoria

HP LATEX L260  9 FEB 
R9000. In working condition as at 
the last use but with no access to 
inks and support, it has become 
difficult to run it. Buy for re-
conversion or spare parts.
Richard +27 82 058 5371 
Midrand

JOBS
 

JOBS OFFERED

LASER TECHNICIAN  28 FEB 
Must have at least three years of 
experience in the technician space. 
Candidate must be willing to work 
on weekends when needed and 
also willing to travel nationwide 
for installations and client training. 
Showcasing live demonstrations to 
clients at the office or at exhibitions 
will be required.
info@maxlaser.co.za
Gauteng

SALES AND OFFICE ADMIN  28 FEB 
Require a self-starter who 
understands how to multitask. 
Duties: receive and action job 
cards, capture data and organise 
cloud-based storage. Manage 
daily workflow and deadlines 
and execute your share of daily 
jobs. Experience in the signage 
industry advantageous. Must 
have own transport. Must be 
computer literate and have working 
knowledge of Microsoft Office. 
Fluent in English, both reading and 
writing. Email CV.
studio@stiek.co.za
KwaZulu-Natal

GRAPHIC DESIGNER  25 FEB 
We are a signage and promotional 
gift company based in Cosmo City. 
Must be proficient with CorelDRAW. 

Should know how to operate a 
large format machine and vinyl 
cutter. Needs to be well spoken 
and detailed oriented. Previous 
experience essential. Must have 
traceable references.
info@dominionnetwork.co.za
Gauteng 

VINYL APPLICATOR  24 FEB
We are looking to employ a few 
skilled vinyl applicators. We wrap 
vehicles, install window vinyl and 
wallpaper. The candidate will supply 
good references and will be required 
to conduct a bench test.
georgie@signarama.co.za
Pretoria North

GRAPHIC DESIGNER  23 FEB 
Looking for an experienced graphic 
designer with good CorelDRAW 
experience. Design, layout and 
produce print ready artwork 
as per client specifications and 
requirements. Prioritise workload in 
order to achieve maximum output 
and meet customers' deadlines. 
Ability to work under pressure.
art@portable-shade.com
Gauteng

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT  23 FEB
Looking for an energetic multitasker. 
Must have a basic understanding of 
design concepts, digital artwork, file 
set-up and digital print experience. 
Create graphics from supplied 
resources and/or edit graphics to 
clients’ satisfaction. Set up and 
create all types of signs. Experience 
in the signage industry is essential. 
lisa@infinitysigns.co.za
Gauteng 

GRAPHIC DESIGNER  22 FEB
We are a well established company 
in Boksburg looking for an 
experienced graphic designer with 
good CorelDRAW experience. Please 
do not submit your CV if you do not 
have the required experience. info@
xfactorsigns.co.za
Gauteng

PRODUCTION SCHEDULING  
ASSISTANT  21 FEB 
This entails the design of production 
schedules with detailed instructions 
on work to be done, under the 
guidance and instructions from 
the Production Scheduler. Being 
detail-orientated is essential. Must 
have experience drafting schedules. 
Excel and Word knowledge and 
experience.
ryhaanah@jeffart.co.za
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CLASSIFIEDS-BUY & SELL-JOBS
In this section we feature company business cards at no cost, just a bit  
of free publicity and inspiration to others. E-mail your business card to  
meggan@practicalpublishing.co.za

BUSINESS
CARDS

Post or view free 
online Jobs, Buy and 

Sell ads for the signage 
and digital graphics 

industry at 
www.SignAfrica.com

Western Cape 
SPRAY PAINTER  21 FEB
Looking for an individual that is 
proud of his/her work, who is 
efficient and would be an asset 
to the company. Need five years’ 
experience as a spray painter in a 
similar environment. Be prepared 
to work overtime when required. 
Carefully prepare surfaces for 
painting. Comply with housekeeping 
and hygiene standards.
ryhaanah@jeffart.co.za
Western Cape

WORKSHOP MANAGER  19 FEB
Established business looking for a 
workshop manager. A first in, last out 
person with attention to detail and 
a keen eye on quality control. Team 
player who can handle pressure. 
Must have references and previous 
experience.
shannon@spotsigns.co.za
Gauteng

JUNIOR PROJECT  
MANAGER  18 FEB
Looking for an organised and efficient 
person. Must have experience in 
signage (management and rigging), 
good communication and time 
management skills. Responsibilities: 
site inspections, management of 
sites, installation inspections and 
effective communication.
gm@zelus.co.za
Gauteng

SIGNAGE FABRICATOR  18 FEB
Must have at least three years' of 
experience in fabricating signage 
(Perspex and aluminium).
careers@redlettermedia.co.za
Gauteng

PRODUCTION  
MANAGER  18 FEB 
The perfect candidate should have 
a proven successful track record 
in managing a team that produces 
world class signage and that takes 
absolute pride in manufacturing 
efficiently with the highest standard 
of quality. Production management 
and planning, oversight on 
production processes, assessing of 
project and resource needs.
careers@redlettermedia.co.za
Gauteng

ALUMINIUM FABRICATOR  17 FEB 
We require an experienced 
aluminium fabricator in the signage 
manufacturing sector. Minimum 
requirements: experience in the 
signage industry; neat, organised and 
detailed; basic Mathematics and able 
to read and write in English.
info@zelus.co.za
Gauteng

REGIONAL SALES  
REPRESENTATIVE  17 FEB
Basic salary. Bonus/incentive. 
In-house training provided. 
Requirements: own vehicle and 
drivers licence a must. Grade 12. 
Good people skills and presentable. 

English first or second language.
CV006@sheetplastic.co.za
KwaZulu-Natal

STOREMAN OR STOCK  
CONTROLLER  17 FEB 
We are looking for a person who has 
the ability to be accurate, assertive 
and able to manage the request of 
stock in and out of the store or who 
is able to accurately account for 
stock from receipt to dispatch. Need 
five years’ experience in a similar 
environment. Should be proficient 
with Microsoft Office (Word, Excel 
and Outlook). 
ryhaanah@jeffart.co.za
Gauteng

AD SALES  16 FEB
Big opportunity for a go-getter 
with a can-do attitude. Sell slots on 
our digital billboards for a healthy 
commission.
sales@advertise-here.co.za
Gauteng

SIGNAGE ALL ROUNDER  14 FEB
Must have a drivers licence and 
have worked in the signage industry. 
Application, fabrication, rigging and 
welding will be an advantage.
info@digitaljelly.co.za
Gauteng

JOBS WANTED

PRINT OPERATOR 1 MAR
Have done operating on all types 
of printers, flatbeds and roll to roll 
printers. I also do laser cutting, 
design with CorelDRAW and vinyl 
application
+27 72 789 1547
KwaZulu-Natal

GRAPHIC DESIGNER 14 FEB 
We are urgently looking for an open 
minded, outside-the-box thinker 
and graphic designer to join our 
expanding company.
jurie@jsgc.co.za
Gauteng

GRAPHIC DESIGNER/DTP 
OPERATOR 9 FEB
Seeking new employment within an 
8km radius from North Rand road, 
Boksburg. Have five and a half years' 
experience as a graphic designer/
DTP operator. My current company 
has implemented short time and I 
am looking for something better and 
more stable.
Marcio marciokwest@gmail.com
Gauteng
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IT’S A WRAPIT’S A WRAP
Send us photos of your unique or striking wraps with captions to meggan@practicalpublishing.co.za. 
Feel free to upload your photos onto the Sign Africa Facebook wall fb.me/signafrica.

WRAPMODZ www.wrapmodz.co.za

AUTO WRAPS SA info@autowrapsa.co.za

WRAP VEHICLES www.wrapvehicles.co.za

MINT WRAPWORKS www.mintwrapworks.com

www.allrich-sa.co.za | info@allrichtrading.co.za | JHB (+27 0) 11 314 3237 | CT (+27 0) 21 955 1277

PROUD RESELLERS OF 
SELF ADHESIVE VINYLS + PVC FILMS

www.allrich-sa.co.za | info@allrichtrading.co.za | JHB (+27 0) 11 314 3237 | CT (+27 0) 21 955 1277

PROUD RESELLERS OF 
SELF ADHESIVE VINYLS + PVC FILMS
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SIGN AFRICA DURBAN 
EXPO 2022
16-17 March 2022
Durban ICC, KwaZulu-Natal, South 
Africa
www.signafricaexpo.com

 
 

SIGN & DIGITAL UK
22- 24 March 2022
NEC, Birmingham, UK
www.signuk.com

ISA INTERNATIONAL  
SIGN EXPO
4-6 May 2022
Atlanta
www.signs.org/isasignexpo

SIGN AFRICA CAPE TOWN 
EXPO 2022
18-19 May 2022
CTICC, Western Cape, South Africa
www.signafricaexpo.com 

 

 
FESPA GLOBAL PRINT 
EXPO 2022
31 May - 3 June 2022
Berlin, Germany
www.fespa.com

GRAPHICS, PRINT & SIGN, 
SIGN AFRICA, AFRICA PRINT 
& MODERN MARKETING 
JOHANNESBURG EXPO 
2022
NEW DATES: 14-16 September 
2022
Gallagher Convention Centre, 
Midrand, South Africa
www.SignAfricaExpo.com
www.AfricaPrintExpo.com
www.ModernMarketingExpo.co.za
www.graphicsprintsign.com

DRUPA 2024
28 May - 7 June 2024
Messe Düsseldorf
www.drupa.com

SEND DETAILS OF ANY WORKSHOPS, EVENTS AND EXHIBITIONS TO MEGGAN@PRACTICALPUBLISHING.CO.ZA
PLEASE CHECK BACK REGULARLY FOR UPDATES OR DATE CHANGES ON THE EVENT WEBSITES.

CALENDARCALENDAR OF EVENTS

Stay up to date with daily breaking news on www.SignAfrica.com
www.twitter.com/signaf www.facebook.com/signafrica www.SignAfrica.com

THE SIGN, DISPLAY 
AND DIGITAL 
GRAPHICS EXPO

JOIN TODAY WIDE FORMAT
PRINTING
SOUTHERN AFRICA

GROUP

SHARE

INSPIRE

SUPPORT

REGIONALEXPO
CAPE TOWN

15-16 JULY 2020

www.allrich-sa.co.za | info@allrichtrading.co.za | JHB (+27 0) 11 314 3237 | CT (+27 0) 21 955 1277

PROUD RESELLERS OF 
SELF ADHESIVE VINYLS + PVC FILMS

www.allrich-sa.co.za | info@allrichtrading.co.za | JHB (+27 0) 11 314 3237 | CT (+27 0) 21 955 1277

PROUD RESELLERS OF 
SELF ADHESIVE VINYLS + PVC FILMS

http://www.SignAfricaExpo.com/saj
http://www.AfricaPrintExpo.com/saj
http://www.ModernMarketingExpo.co.za/saj
http://www.graphicsprintsign.com
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DIRECTORY OF  
SERVICE PROVIDERS
To be listed in this free of charge directory section, please email your company details to meggan@practicalpublishing.co.za.  
Please notify us of any changes to your listing.

GAUTENG

RIGGERS & APPLICATORS

A-Z ELECTRICAL  
Country-wide rigging, signage and 
electrical maintenance. 
MOBILE: +27 83 225 7942 
E-M: gpretorius@polka.co.za

ABSOLUTE DISPLAY 
Country-wide rigging. 
MOBILE: +27 72 234 7885 
E-M: erica@absolutedisplay.co.za

ALMIGHTY ROACH 
Wrapped everything from trailers to 
vehicles to aircrafts.  
E-M: almightyroach@gmail.com

APPLICATOR/RIGGER 
Vinyl application and rigging. 
Nikie  
MOBILE: +27 71 282 0156 

APPLICATOR/PVC WELDING/VEHICLE 
BRANDING/CANVAS STRETCHING 
Art graduate, with many years of printing 
experience. Applicator, PVC welder and 
general finishing artist; full vehicle wrap 
and graphic design.  
JHB. 
Michael 
MOBILE: +27 74 490 9585 
E-M: michaelscv@yahoo.co.za

BHIKA ELECTRICAL AND SIGNAGE 
INSTALLATIONS 
Country-wide rigging. 
TEL: +27 11 672 5654 
MOBILE: +27 84 474 5987 
E-M: markabst@telkomsa.net

BRANDING SPECIALIST AND SIGN 
RIGGING 
Truck, bus and car branding and vinyl 
application. Vast experience in the sign 
industry. We don't take chances.Bryan 
MOBILE: +27 71 417 6221 
E-M: romempinc@gmail.com

C AND C SIGNS 
Installation and maintenance of signage. 
Our 6 rigging crews/vehicles all fully 
equipped to perform any type of 
installation/maintenance. 
TEL: +27 11 0238 936 
MOBILE: +27 83 393 7860 
E-M: candcsigns@vodamail.co.za 
8 Cavan Street,  
Kensington, JHB

CYBER DIGITAL PRINT 
Specialise in applications for vehicles, wall 
art, vinyl and contravision. 
Nicky  
MOBILE: +27 83 608 5103  
E-M: admin@cyberdigitalprint.co.za

DAY NIGHT SIGNS 24/7 
Specialise in vehicle wraps, PVC banners, 
wallpaper, roll up banners, frosted 
sandblast, truck branding, sign boards, 

Contravision, posters, lightboxes, 
fabric frames and canvas etc. We also 
specialise in large format printing and do 
installations in and around Johannesburg. 
Orin Murphy 
MOBILE: +27 60 354 0673 or  
+27 74 846 8795 
E-M: daynightsigns1@gmail.com

D J RIGGING CC 
Signage, rigging, cladding and 
maintenance. Crane truck hire. 
TEL: +27 21 691 9281 
FAX: +27 21 691 5462 
MOBILE: +27 82 678 9402 
E-M: nick@djrigging.co.za 
WEB: www.djrigging.co.za 
Dunmaglass, Kyalami, Johannesburg 
PO Box 1465, Lonehill, 2062

DOMINIQUE GODFREY 
Welding; spray painting; vinyl applicator; 
wiring; driver; sign builder. 
MOBILE: +27 61 717 7838 
E-M: shenitta@cityandguilds.co.za

EUGENE INSTALLATIONS 
World-wide/country-wide rigging and 
application. 
TEL: +27 67 845 1077 
MOBILE: + 27 72 234 2764 
E-M:  
eugeneinstallation02@gmail.com 
WEB: www.eugeneinstallations.co.za 
1174 Oxford Crescent, Lenasia South, 
Johannesburg 
PO Box 641 Kiasha Park, Lenasia South, 
1829

FABIAN GRANZ 
Johannesburg and Cape Town rigging. 
TEL: +27 21 510 3533 
FAX: +27 83 551 8799 
E-M: info@rigging.co.za

FLIGHTING AND INSTALLATION 
Flighting, rigging, installation and 
maintenance work. Pretoria, Durban and 
Cape Town 
Tania 
TEL: +27 12 6531627 
E-M: Tania@fbz.co.za

FREELANCE APPLICATOR 
A signage consultancy specialising in vinyl 
application, vehicle wraps, wallpaper etc. 
Seeking jobs all over South Africa and 
beyond the borders.Johannesburg. 
B. Moyo 
MOBILE: +27 78 480 0157 
E-M: info@btscconsultancy.com

FREELANCE VINYL APPLICATOR 
13yrs experience in the signage industry, 
skilled in application. Specialise in vehicle 
branding, with any type of vinyl, graphic 
design or any other application work. 
Gauteng. 
Shelly 
MOBILE: +27 76 455 9477 
E-M: shellyjiyane@gmail.com

FREELANCE RIGGER 
Large and neon Signs. Fast and  

perfect. Benoni. 
Liberty 
MOBILE: +27 78 864 1599 
E-M: liberty77@rocketmail.com

FREELANCE RIGGERS &  
APPLICATORS 
Team of vinyl applicators based in 
Gauteng, with more than 7 years 
experience. We specialise in all  
vinyl applications, vehicle vinyl  
application, signage rigging and wallpaper 
application.  
Maxwell 
MOBILE: +27 82 059 6611 
E-M: maxinn@webmail.co.za

FREELANCE VINYL APPLICATOR
Experienced freelance vinyl  
applicator. Available anytime.  
Pretoria 
Matthew 
MOBILE: +27 73 906 7239
E-M: topioro@yahoo.com

FREELANCE VINYL APPLICATOR
Vehicle wrapping, escalators, shop 
windows, etc.  
Tebogo Maseola/Mbongeni W Cele 
MOBILE: +27 71 709 2099  
E-M: tebomaseola@gmail.com 
E-M: wisemcele@hotmail.co.za

FREELANCE VINYL APPLICATOR/
INSTALLATIONS 
13 years experience in the print and 
sign industry. Vehicle branding, full 
wraps, sign installations, sandblasting, 
wallpaper, liquid vinyl and more.  
Johannesburg 
Marc 
MOBILE: +27 71 325 8153

FREELANCE VINYL APPLICATOR
Part time vinyl applicator. Full car/bike/
helmet wraps, etc. 
Mbongeni
MOBILE: +27 73 044 2217

FREELANCER VINYL APPLICATOR 
Looking for freelance work or permanent. 
15yrs exp in full wraps and wallpaper and 
anything about vinyl, Pretoria. 
Elrich 
MOBILE: +27 79 849 5670 
E-M: Elrichgreen119@gmail.com

FREELANCE VINYL, WALLPAPER AND 
VEHICLE FULL WRAP  
SPECIALIST    
Our team specialises in vinyl and 
wallpaper application. We also do partial 
and full vehicle wrap application. We 
travel all around the country and assist 
with artwork too. 
Sydney 
MOBILE: +27 79 562 6914 
E-M: sydneykhanyile@yahoo.com

FREELANCE RIGGER, VINYL  
APPLICATOR AND SIGN INSTALLER 
Two well organised teams doing sign 
installations and vinyl applications. Own 
transport and tools. Service RSA and 

surrounds. 
Adams M. Moyo 
TEL: +27 73 128 5071 
E-M: adams.postersplus@gmail.com

FREELANCE SIGN WRITER, VINYL 
APPLICATOR AND RIGGER 
Experienced sign writer, vinyl applicator 
and rigger. Freelancing basis. Own 
transport. Gauteng  
Charles 
MOBILE: +27 83 539 2853 
E-M: charles.advertise@gmail.com

FREELANCE VINYL APPLICATORS, 
WALLPAPER + VEHICLE BRANDING 
Since 1994: team of vinyl applicators, 
wallpaper specialists, fleet wrapping 
professional/vehicle branding, frosted/
sandblasted vinyls, shopfront windows, 
installation, reflective vinyls etc. Prices 
negotiable; country-wide service; A/H by 
arrangement. 
Israel S Nkomo
MOBILE: +27 84 923 1242/ 
+27 82 590 7412/ +27 84 243 6902 
E-M: israelsbo@gmail.com

GIYAMGAZA DESIGNS 
Freelance applicators and riggers 
available for vehicle branding, fleet 
branding, PVC stretch, events and all 
kinds of signage. Country-wide. 
Ntsako 
MOBILE: +27 82 754 9876 
MOBILE: +27 84 458 7766 
E-M: giyamgaza@gmail.com

GLENN MILLER 
Country-wide rigging and application. 
MOBILE: +27 82 050 0030 
E-M: milglenner@yahoo.com

INDEPENDENT SIGN RIGGERS AND 
VINYL APPLICATORS 
Experienced vinyl applicators/riggers 
looking for work. Based in Johannesburg. 
Willing to work country-wide and beyond 
the borders. 
Dexter 
TEL: +27 72 268 0244 
TEL: +27 84 395 3060 
E-M: dextermphande@hotmail.com

INDEPENDENT VINYL APPLICATOR AND 
SIGN INSTALLER 
We are a service provider company with 
qualified applicators; we do all kinds of 
vinyl and wallpaper applications, country-
wide. 
Ntsako Solomon 
TEL: +27 82 754 9876 
FAX: +27 86 568 1518 
E-M: giyamgaza@gmail.com

INSTALLATIONS 
Sub-contracting, vinyl applications, 
wallpaper, vehicle wraps and rigging.  
West Rand 
Imraan 
MOBILE: +27 76 320 9082

JP MOUTON 
Freelance vehicle wrapping, vinyl  
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applicator, installer of all types of signs. 
MOBILE: +27 72 702 6780 
E-M: johnpaulmouton69@gmail.com

JAY 
Vinyl applicator in Johannesburg. 
Gauteng 
MOBILE: +27 84 507 2670

JUBA RIGGING 
TEL: +27 11 873 4462 
FAX: +27 86 612 0710 
E-M: shinohara@mweb.co.za 
7 Graphite Street, Driehoek, Germiston, 
Johannesburg 
PO Box 17583, Sunward Park, 1470

K2 RIGGING 
Country-wide rigging and application. 
TEL: +27 72 051 0646 
MOBILE: +27 82 606 0107 
E-M: kevin@k2rigging.co.za 
14 Judith Road, Emmarentia, 2195, 
Johannesburg

KHOLWA SIGN MASTER 
Nationwide rigging and applications. 
NATIONAL TEL: 0861 00 50 55 
TEL: +27 11 425 4594 
MOBILE: +27 86 515 0298 
E-M: admin@kholwasign.co.za 
WEB: www.kholwasign.co.za 
29 Golden Drive, Morehill ext 8,  
Benoni

MAD IMAGE SIGNS 
Country-wide vehicle wrapping  
and rigging.  
Pretoria 
Gundo Madima 
MOBILE: +27 79 280 5339 
E-M: madimage@live.co.za

LOWKI HOLDINGS  
We have established ourselves in the 
signage industry to supply a service for 

the manufacturing of signage for, and on 
behalf of, small to large sign companies. 
Lawrence Lowe 
MOBILE: +27 82 389 3651 
E-M: lawrence@lowki.co.za 
WEB: www.lowki.co.za

MWISE SIGNS 
Vinyl application, full car/bike/helmet 
wraps, etc.  
Gauteng 
Mbongeni  
MOBILE: +27 73 044 2217 
E-M: wisemcele@hotmail.co.za

MONTGOMERY DESIGN STUDIO 
MOBILE: +27 65 870 8516 
E-M: m.m.sejane@gmail.com 
WEB:  
www.behance.net/mmsejane1116

P&L MACHINE MOVING AND RIGGING 
72 Grant Street, Putfontein,  
Gauteng, PO Box 8576, Putfontein, 1513 
TEL: (+27 11) 968 1082.

QUICK SERVE SIGNAGE 
Rigging in the Gauteng area. 
Nickulaas Schutte 
TEL: (+27 11) 613 3086 
FAX: (+27 11) 613 3086 
MOBILE: +27 (0) 82 672 2812 
E-M: nsquickserve@gmail.com

RC DIGITAL 
Country-wide rigging, vinyl  
application and vehicle wrapping.  
Ryan Collopen 
TEL: +27 83 329 2114 
MOBILE: +27 83 329 2114 
E-M: rcdigital.collopen@gmail.com

RED BEAN PROJECTS 
Rigging services available for small to 
medium installations.  
MOBILE: +27 83 750 1583 

E-M: melanie@redbeanprojects.co.za

RED DOT 
Country-wide rigging and large format 
vinyl application. 
Francois Polme 
TEL: +27 12 653 4441 
FAX: +27 12 653 4445 
MOBILE: +27 82 777 6329 
E-M: info@rdbranding.co.za 
WEB: www.rdbranding.co.za 
165 Edison Crescent, Hennops Park, 
Centurion

RG GRAPHICS 
Country-wide rigging. 
Raun Greef 
TEL: +27 11 849 2287 
MOBILE: +27 72 379 8389

RIGGER
Vinyl applications, Perspex fabrications 
and installations.  
Anton Bester 
MOBILE: +27 79 304 7894 
E-M: jeena@garrun-group.co.za

SIGN IDEAS 
Rigging and application in Gauteng/Kwa-
Zulu Natal. 
Razvi Cassim 
TEL: +27 72 577 0099 
E-M: signideas@vodamail.co.za

SIGN INSTALLER 
Sign installer, vinyl, wallpaper;  
Perspex fabricator, LED wiring. Code 8 
driver’s licence. Johannesburg 
Calvin 
TEL: +27 82 077 3856 
E-M: jacksoncalvin43@gmail.com

SIGN IT FIRST CC 
Applicators and riggers in Pretoria. 
Louret 
TEL: +27 12 549 0004

SIGN VIBES 
Rigging 
MOBILE: +27 82 484 8212 
E-M: neonsigns@absamail.co.za

SIGNAGE AND VEHICLE  
BRANDING 
We are a leading signage and vehicle 
wrapping solutions company for all 
signage requirements. We are based 
in Gauteng but we can get anywhere 
around SADC. Contact us for any problem 
regarding signage.  
Emmanuel  
TEL: +27 74 964 3468  
E-M:  chitsekoe@gmail.com 

SOBABILY 
Flat vinyl and wallpaper. Own team, own 
transport. Roodepoort  
MOBILE: +27 83 433 2320 
E-M: 0727084191@vodamail.co.za

THE MANUFACTURING HOUSE 
We do all types of signage rigging. 
Shane 
MOBILE: +27 81 737 8977 
E-M: themanufacturinghouse@gmail.com

VAN K & CO. 
Rigging and vehicle wrapping  
country-wide. 
Patrick Van Kramberg 
TEL: +27 72 414 1034 
FAX: +27 86 516 4622 
MOBILE: +27 72 414 1034 
E-M: info@vankco.co.za 
WEB: www.vankco.co.za 
TWITTER: Vankco1 
FACEBOOK: Van K & Co

VEHICLE BRANDING, VINYL 
APPLICATION + WALLPAPER (PART 
TIME)  
Looking for part time vinyl applications eg 
vehicle branding, wallpaper installations. 

+27 (0)11 396 1740 | +27 (0)83 451 4967 | fb@sheetco.co.za | www.sheetco.co.za

Valuable Small 

Size Printer. Low-Cost 

Invest, Big Pro�t!

Production Mode

100pcs/h (T-Shirts)

size: 20cm x 50cm

Latest technology direct to �lm pigment ink printer
for digitally printed transfers to cotton, nylon and

polyester or any other blended textiles.

Stock is 

available 

Mid April.FOR ONLY

R200 000
ex Vat
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Very professional.  
Tembisa, Joburg 
Garry  
MOBILE: +27 72 844 0180 
E-M: lemanwildfoxshumba@gmail.com

VINYL APPLICATIOR 
Full vehicle wraps. Wallpaper, frosted 
vinyl, clear application, vinyl lettering 
etc. Can operate an HP L25500 printer. 
Hardworking with  
6 years in the signage trade.  
I know a lot about signage. 
Daylen 
TEL: +27 60 354 0673 
E-M: Daylenmorphy1@gmail.com

VINYL & SIGN INSTALLATIONS 
Sign installation and vinyl application 
anywhere in South Africa. Reasonable 
quotes and quality work. 
Shane 
TEL: +27 71 505 9185 
E-M: Wesleyshane@ymail.com

VINYL APPLICATOR AND  
INSTALLER  
Vinyl application and installation.  
14 years experience, very neat.  
Valid driver’s licence.  
Johannesburg 
Joseph  
MOBILE: +27 82 767 7828  
E-M: nceba.nh@gmail.com

VINYL APPLICATORS AND VEHICLE 
BRANDING 
A team of fleet branding and vinyl 
applicators with 21 years experience. 
Vehicle branding/wraps, all types of vinyl 
application, wall paper installation and 
sign rigging. Affordable prices.  
Gauteng. 
Ayanda S. Dube 
MOBILE: +27 82 595 6518 
MOBILE: +27 84 243 6902  
E-M: ayandasdube@gmail.com

VINYL APPLICATOR  
Vinyl application, wiring, assembling as 
well as repairing signs.  
Boksburg 
Godfrey Nkosi  
MOBILE: +27 73 169 8211  
E-M: kmdigital@telkomsa.net

VINYL APPLICATOR  
Qualified vinyl applicator with experience 
in vehicle wrapping, wallpaper and 
printing machine operation. Musbau  
MOBILE: +27 78 846 7647  
E-M: yommy4jok@yahoo.com

VINYL APPLICATOR  
Khaya  
MOBILE: +27 71 612 0039 
E-M: ruechikwawa@gmail.com

VINYL APPLICATOR 
Experienced vinyl applicators/riggers. We 
do Correx, ABS, Perspex, shop fronts and 
many more. 
Baxter 
MOBILE: +27 82 706 5852 
E-M: mkumba@ovi.com

FREELANCING VINYL APPLICATOR AND 
WINDOW GRAPHICS 
Experienced vinyl applicator, rigger, sign 
builder, vehicle wrap and fabrication. 14 
years experience. Rock solid references 
and detailed CV. Gauteng 
Enny Taiwo  
TEL: +27 61 996 4895 
E-M: taiwoenny123@yahoo.com

VINYL APPLICATOR  
Johannesburg 
Mapiye  
MOBILE: +27 78 480 4976  
E-M: mapiyem@facebook.com

VINYL APPLICATOR  
Qualified vinyl applicator with 4 years 
experience. Hard working. Midrand 
Tayo  
MOBILE: +27 62 318 2733  
E-M: temitopemt@gmail.com

VINYL APPLICATOR 
Freelance vinyl applicators, specialising 
in window graphics such as Contra Vision, 
sandblast, tints etc.  
Pretoria 
Enny  
MOBILE: +27 73 696 9344  
E-M: taye_one@yahoo.ca

VINYL APPLICATOR
Qualified vinyl applicator with more than 
8 years experience. I do window graphics 
including sand blasted vinyl, Chromadek, 
wall vinyl, steel frames, vehicle wrapping 
etc. Available even on part time basis.  
Johannesburg 
Christopher 
MOBILE: +27 83 986 8929 
E-M: sikholiwem@bostonbc.co.za

VINYL APPLICATOR AND RIGGER 
Six years experience as a vinyl applicator/
rigger.  
Gauteng  
Thabiso Monyobo 
TEL: +27 73 614 7533

VINYL APPLICATOR, RIGGER AND 
OPERATOR  
Vinyl applicator, rigger and operator. 
Randburg 
Nishal  
MOBILE: +27 84 639 8637  
E-M: nishalm26@gmail.com

VINYL APPLICATOR, FABRICATOR, 
RIGGER, CHANNEL LETTER, LED’S AND 
ALL-ROUNDER 
24 years experience in the signage 
industry. I am looking for either 
permanent or sub-contracting positions. 
Dicky Moore 
MOBILE: +27 63 438 5984 
E-M: natashajob@vodamail.co.za

VINYL APPLICATOR TEAM  
Vinyl applicators, wallpaper  
applicators, windows graphics, 
sandblasted vinyls, vehicle branding, 
installations etc.  
Gauteng  
Mazwi and Sinphiwe 
MOBILE: +27 61 663 7716 
+27 62 414 2091 
E-M: simphiwengubane29@gmail.com

VEHICLE WRAPS AND SIGNAGE 
INSTALLATION 
We are a leading signage solutions 
company for all your vehicle wrap jobs; 
installations and vinyl applications. 
Unable to meet deadline and to help with 
installation call us anywhere in South 
Africa and beyond borders.  
MOBILE: +27 74 964 3468

WILDSTYLE AURA 
Signs, Branding, Installations and Vehicle 
Wrapping. 
TEL: +27 10 442 3896 
E-M: info@wildstyleaura.co.za 
WEB: www.wildstyleaura.co.za

DESIGNERS

 
AFFORDABLE SIGNAGE 
Small but efficient graphic design 
company. Car branding, business signage, 
banners, websites, billboards etc.  
Johannesburg  
Nash 
MOBILE: +27 61 235 3910 

E-M: nash83dee@yahoo.com

FINELINE DESIGN 
Manndy de Souza 
TEL: +27 11 794 4929/8 
FAX: +27 86 505 0630 
MOBILE: +27 82 334 6875 
E-M: info@finelinedesign.co.za 
WEB: www.wrapvehicles.co.za 
Unit A20, Kimbult Industrial Park, 9 Zeiss 
Road, Laser Park, Honeydew 
PO Box 7714, Krugersdorp North, 1740

FREELANCE GRAPHIC DESIGNER & 
WALLPAPER, VINYL APPLICATOR 
I am a Graphic Designer offering freelance 
graphic design. I work with CorelDRAW. 
I have great rates. After hours and 
weekends.  
East Rand 
Darren Hulley 
MOBILE: +27 82 517 1424 
E-M: darren@digitalkarma.co.za

FREELANCE GRAPHIC DESIGNER 
I am a freelance graphic designer, 
specialising in window graphics, design, 
logo creation, vehicle graphics, postal 
design, business card design, invitation 
cards, letterhead design and flyer design. 
CorelDRAW X6 & X7 & Photoshop CS6.  
Pretoria CBD 
MOBILE: +27 61 487 2707 
E-M: allartworkdesign@gmail.com

SYAM DIGITAL & DESIGN  
Ensuring that your business image is 
portrayed in the most visually appealing 
and professional manner. 
Hemal Jeram  
MOBILE: +27 72 883 5733  
E-M: info@syamdigitalanddesign.co.za  
www.syamdigitalanddesign.co.za

WESTERN CAPE

RIGGERS & APPLICATORS

 
APPLE GRAPHICS 
Looking for permanent applicators with 
experience. 
Worcester 
TEL: +27 23 347 1650 
E-M: ontvangs@applegraphics.co.za

CEDAR 
Country-wide rigging and application. 
Dave Kruger 
MOBILE: +27 82 464 8911 
E-M: sales@cedarcranes.co.za

DIGIFUSION SIGNS 
Vinyl applications, installations, vehicle 
wrapping, sign maintenance and websites. 
George, Mosselbay,  
Knysna, Garden Route & Nationwide. 
Eric Philpott 
TEL: +27 44 873 3942 
MOBILE: +27 82 293 6196 
E-M: eric@digifusion.co.za 
WEB: www.digifusion.co.za

EPIC SIGNS 
Country-wide rigging and application. 
TEL: +27 21 905 1994 
MOBILE: +27 82 457 2706 
E-M: marius@epicsigns.co.za 
WEB: www.epicsigns.co.za

EXTREME DESIGNS & WRAPPING 
Experienced vinyl applicator, working as 
a freelancer (sub-contract basis) in Cape 
Town  
Robin 
MOBILE: +27 83 348 2623 
E-M: nathansignsneon@telkomsa.net

E-ZY RIGGING 
Cape Town rigging. 
TEL: +27 82 898 4290 
FAX: +27 86 672 4425 
E-M: e-zygroup@mweb.co.za

FREELANCE APPLICATOR  
Freelance applicator and wrapper. I have 
7 years experience and love what I do, it 
shows in my work.  
Cape Town  
Tygue 
MOBILE: +27 74 363 5738 
E-M: tygue4130@gmail.com

FREELANCE APPLICATOR  
Exhibitions, vehicle wraps, billboards, 
lightboxes, sign rigging, window film, 
wallpaper, and more. Willing to work 
nights. Own transport.  
Cape Town  
Hennie 
MOBILE: +27 74 211 8545 
MOBILE: +27 61 694 2297 
E-M: hennie@theapplicationco.co.za

FREELANCE APPLICATOR 
Freelance applicator available with 12 
years experience, vehicle wraps, lightbox 
manufacturing, sign boards, anything 
signage. 
Available 7 days a week. 
Kevin  
MOBILE: +27 74 261 7639 
E-M: kevinhenry009@gmail.com

FREELANCE VINYL APPLICATOR AND 
VEHICLE WRAPPER 
Over 5 years experience in the signage 
industry; wrapped everything from trailers 
to vehicles to aircrafts; references and 
CV on request. Valid SA driver’s licence; 
flexible time. 
Cape Town 
Roche’ Du Plessis
MOBILE: +27 82 67 1058 
E-M: almightyroach@gmail.com
 
GENERAL SIGNS 
We do vinyl graphics, vehicle branding, 
chromadek signs and installation in the 
Western Cape. 
Arthur Louw 
TEL: +21 21 801 9089 
MOBILE: +27 83 975 3184 
E-M: generalsignscape@gmail.com

GRAFIX4U 
Rigging, vinyl application, vehicle/boat 
branding in Cape Town/Southern suburbs. 
IRATA qualified rope technicians.  
Charles 
TEL: +27 21 783 0082 
MOBILE: +27 83 495 4539 
E-M: charlesgrafix4u@gmail.com

H AND K SIGN RIGGING CC 
Installation of signage. 
TEL: +27 21 510 5486 
FAX: +27 21 510 7918 
MOBILE: +27 82 494 4945 
E-M: admin@signriggers.co.za 
7 Calcutta Street, Paarden Eiland,  
Cape Town 
PO Box 15880, Vlaeberg, 8018

INNOVATIONS 
Vinyl application. 
MOBILE: +27 76 177 0354 
E-M: lcdefender@iafrica.com

INTERACTIVE SIGNS 
Signage design, manufacture and 
installation specialists. 
Brendon Van Krugerberg 
TEL: +27 21 948 3570 
E-M: iactive@mweb.co.za 
WEB: www.sign-manufacturers.co.za

ISHDESIGNZ AND SIGNS 
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Specialists in all sorts of signage and 
installations. Mainly after hours. 
MOBILE: +27 73 148 9214 
E-M: ishdesignz@gmail.com

KALMEG SIGNS 
For all your signage requirements. 
Debbie Oelefse 
TEL: +27 21 976 6664 
FAX: +27 21 975 2021 
MOBILE: +27 82 576 3058 
E-M: kalmeg@telkomsa.net

KEITH SMITH SIGNS 
Sign writing and vinyl application in the 
Western Cape.  
Keith Smith 
TEL: +27 82 977 2098 
E-M: keithsmith@gmail.com

LEGACY RIGGING 
Full rigging services in the Western Cape. 
TEL: +27 21 510 0442 
MOBILE: +27 82 738 0067 
E-M: info@legacygroupsa.co.za 
WEB: www.legacygroupsa.co.za

MALANJE SIGNAGES 
Rigging, vinyl application, vehicle wrapping 
and signage installer in the Western Cape. 
TEL: +27 73 109 0197 
TEL: +27 73 897 5259 
E-M: malanjesignages@hotmail.co.za

MARK SYLVESTER SIGNS 
Sign writing, vinyl application, vehicle 
wrapping. 
MOBILE: +27 72 571 5961 
E-M: marksylvester@mobileemail.
vodafonesa.co.za 

PENINSULA MACHINE MOVERS AND 
RIGGERS 
Rigging in the Western Cape. 
Jim Storie 
TEL: +27 21 972 1956 
MOBILE: +27 82 893 8627

PROVISUAL SIGNS & GRAPHICS 
Signage, printing, graphic design, vehicle 
graphics, window and store displays, 
labels, business cards, brochures. 
MOBILE: +27 82 479 4477 
E-M: provisual@outlook.com

SIGN FX 
Rigging, vinyl application, vehicle 
wrapping, nationally and internationally. 
Omar Ryklief 
TEL: +27 21 712 8140 
MOBILE: +27 83 510 7945 
E-M: signfx@mweb.co.za

SIGN STUDIO 
Rigging/application in Mossel Bay. 
Hendrik Wait 
TEL: +27 44 690 4673 
E-M: mail@signstudioonline.co.za

SIGN WIZZARDS 
Vinyl application in the Overburg. 
Paul 
MOBILE: +27 72 156 2699 
E-M: webwizzards@graffiti.net 
5 Dirkie Uys Str, Hermanus, 7200

SS RIGGING AND MAINTENANCE 
Installation, maintenance and 
manufacturing of all types. 
TEL: +27 21 839 1429 
FAX: +27 21 930 7115 
MOBILE: +27 82 227 7383 
E-M: signage.installers@gmail.com 
17 Duminy street,  
Parow East

TANDEM RIGGING 
Cape Town rigging. 
TEL: +27 21 930 0833 
E-M: mark@tandemcranes.co.za

THE RIGGING CORPORATION 

Cape Town and Johannesburg rigging and 
application. 
TEL: +27 21 510 3533 
MOBILE: +27 83 551 8799 
E-M: info@rigging.co.za 

TOPROPE 
Country-wide rigging and application. 
TEL: +27 21 510 2828 
MOBILE: +27 82 894 4692 
E-M: michelle.welmsley@toprope.co.za 
WEB: www.absailers.com

VINYL APPLICATOR 
Experienced vinyl applicator and at 
reasonable prices.  
Cape Town 
Michael 
TEL: +27 73 560 9376

FABRICATOR INDUSTRY

A.C.A. STAALWERKE 
Steel construction and manufacturing of 
all types of signage. Rigging, application of 
vinyl, flex, rigiflex, etc. 
Anna-Marie le Roux 
TEL: +27 21 948 5496 
FAX: +27 21 949 7136 
E-M: acastaal@mweb.co.za 
Caledan West Street, Bellville,  
Cape Town

EASTERN CAPE

RIGGERS & APPLICATORS

AIRHEAD 
Rope Access Sign Rigging 
Eastern Cape 
Roland Cawood 
MOBILE: +27 83 445 1787 
E-M: Roland@airhead.za.net 

HI RISE RIGGING 
Rigging in Port Elizabeth and surrounding 
areas. 
TEL: +27 41 365 0155 
E-M: kotfam@intekom.co.za 
80 Pickering Street, Newton Park, Port 
Elizabeth

ORB SIGNS 
All vinyl applications, vehicle wrapping and 
sign installations. 
Tel: +27 41 373 4031 
Cell: +27 74 143 3080 
E-M: marketing@orbsigns.co.za 
61 York Road, North End,  
Port Elizabeth.

SAMSON RIGGING 
Rigging in PE and surrounding areas. 
TEL: +27 41 463 3602 
E-M: samsonrigging@lantic.net 
35 Kurland Road, Perseverance,  
Port Elizabeth 
SIGNS & WONDERS 
Specialist vinyl and all signage and print 
applications in the Eastern Cape and 
Western Cape and country-wide. 
TEL: +27 41 365 6073 (OFFICE) 
MOBILE: +27 82 928 3325 (GREG) 
MOBILE: +27 72 415 8055 (NICO) 
MOBILE: +27 72 485 7936 (CLIVE) 
E-M: signsgreg@telkomsa.net 
E-M: signsnico@telkomsa.net

MPUMALANGA

RIGGERS & APPLICATORS

GENERAL SIGNAGE 
All signage, rigging, maintenance with 
own crane truck and skyjack. Specialists in 

hospital and hotel signage. 
Tel: +27 13 692 8684/5 
E-M: theo@signmax.co.za

NORTHERN CAPE

RIGGERS & APPLICATORS

INTER TEKENS 
Cilliers Malan 
TEL: +27 54 331 1809 
MOBILE: +27 82 788 2495 
E-M: cilliers@intertekens.co.za 
WEB: www.intertekens.co.za 

KWAZULU-NATAL

RIGGERS & APPLICATORS

DIGI-ART MARKETING &  
PROMOTIONS 
We are a large, dynamic and energetic 
team of professional and certified/
accredited applicators and riggers. 
Specialising in billboards, wallpaper, rope 
access and height access, vehicle/building 
wraps, signage/lightbox installations. 
Donovan Naicker 
TEL: +27 31 736 6099 
FAX: +27 86 547 2943 
MOBILE: +27 82 708 8492  
E-M: donovan@digi-art.co.za 
WEB: www.digi-art.co.za

FREELANCE VINYL APPLICATOR 
Installations of a wide variety of vinyls and 
digitally printed graphics, ranging from 
full vehicle wraps to shop-front window 
graphics.  
David  
MOBILE: +27 79 285 0815  
E-M: mavericksigns@mail.com

MALOSE 
We have started operations in KZN 
(extending to Eastern cape). Installations 
of your digitally printed wallpapers and 
SAV’s, reliable professional installers. 
We also install fabric frames, PVC 
stretch frames, decorative wallpapers, 
architectural decorative films and 3D 
impression panels. 
MOBILE: +27 78 754 0438 
E-M: malose@dnaservices.co.za

RIG A SIGN 
Rigging in KZN. 
TEL: +27 31 264 0573 
FAX: +27 31 264 0573 
MOBILE: +27 84 496 4003 
E-M: rigasign1@telkomsa.net

RIGGER 
Jason  
TEL: +27 83 355 0500

FABRICATOR INDUSTRY
 
APPLICATION OF CARBON  
FIBRE ON VEHICLES & GENERAL  
SIGNAGE 
Sign fabrication, rigging, vehicle wrapping 
and light boxes.  
Niren Seebran  
TEL: +27 31 505 8346 

SIGNS SERVICE RIGGING  
COMPANY 
Installations, removal and maintenance 
of all signs.  
Bheka Khuzwayo 
TEL: +27 31 705 4236
MOBILE: +27 83 867 1224 

E-M: easyrigsigns@telkomsa.net

TONY’S CONSTRUCTION AND 
MANUFACTURING 
Kersten Venter 
TEL: +27 35 797 3554 
 
WBT ROPE ACCESS 
A division of Windburg Trading (Pty) 
Ltd. Working at heights and Rope access 
solutions. 
Graham 
TEL: +27 31 303 3005 
MOBILE: +27 81 287 8900 
E-M: info@windburgtrading.co.za 
graham@windburgtrading.co.za 
WEB: www.windburgtrading.co.za 
Suite 2, 220 7th Avenue North, 
Windermere, Durban KZN

OUTSIDE SA

VINYL APPLICATOR, SIGN RIGGER 
AND SIGN MAKER  
Vinyl applicator, sign rigger and sign 
manufacturer based in Botswana, but a 
Zimbabwean by nationality. Francistown 
Thomas Tapera  
TEL: +26 77 157 0960

MACHINE RIGGING

PENINSULA MACHINE MOVERS AND 
RIGGERS 
Western Cape Rigging. 
Jim Storie 
TEL: +27 21 972 1956 
MOBILE: +27 82 893 8627

RIGWELL NATAL 
Country-wide rigging. 
Wayne Marshall 
TEL: +27 31 700 1660 
E-M: rigwell@eca.co.za

VANGUARD RIGGING 
KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng rigging. 
TEL: +27 11 616 1800 
50 Beechgate Cres. Westville,  
Durban



A1 Sandwich Boards
@ R645 ex VAT

Budget Steel Gazebos 2m
@ R595 ex VAT

Budget Steel Gazebos 3m
@ R695 ex VAT

Premium Steel Gazebos 2m
@ R1 095 ex VAT

Premium Steel Gazebos 3m
@ R1 295 ex VAT

DEALS ON ALUMINIUM 
INDOOR/OUTDOOR 
DISPLAY SYSTEMS

www.allrich-sa.co.za 
sales@allrichtrading.co.za

JOHANNESBURG
Unit 12 Alphen Square
North, Cnr of George St

& 16th Road, Midrand, JHB
+27 11 314 3237

CAPE TOWN
Unit G4, SAMRC Brentwood

Park, Inez Avenue,
Cape Town

+27 21 955 1277

DEALS ON SIGNAGE & 
FABRICATION SUBSTRATES 

XT Acrylic 4mm Clear 2050 x 3050
@ R2 150 ex VAT

XT Acrylic 5mm Clear 2050 x 3050
@ R2 795 ex VAT

Multiwall Polycarbonate Clear 2100 x 6000 
6mm @ R1 650 ex VAT

Multiwall Polycarbonate Bronze 2100 x 6000
6mm @ R1 650 ex VAT

PVC Foam 2mm 1220 x 2440 @ R145 ex VAT

PVC Foam 3mm 2050 x 3050 @ R485 ex VAT

PVC Foam 15mm 1220 x 2440 @ R795 ex VAT

PVC Foam 18mm 1220 x 2440 @ R895 ex VAT

PVC Foam 20mm 1220 x 2440 @ R1 050 ex VAT

Paper Foam 10mm 1220 x 2440 @ R195 ex VAT
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